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THE OKLAHOMA EXPERIMENT STATION 
COTuDLIUNICATION PFOBLEM 
Ever since establishment of the Oklahoma Agr iou_l tural Experim.e:n t 
Station, as provided for by Congress in paasa1:;Eri ot' the Hatch Aot in 
1887• the primary medium for reporting original experiment station 
research has been the station bulletin.JI These bulletins are 
written by experiment station scientists in the various fields ot 
agriculture. Since those authors are usually specialists, their 
contact with the audience for which their bulletins are intondad 
if often quite limited. 
The question of how to present reseuroh information effectively 
in station bulletins is more often a topic of ganere..1 discussion 
than a subject of scienti.fie inquiry. The federal extans:i.on. se:rvioa1 
however. which works closely with the experiment stn:1:;ions, has 
published several studies on tho effectiveness of extension circulars 
and bulletins. Since e:ctens ion and station bulletins often follov1 
the same format. and since the audience for extension bulletins and 
station bulletins is often similar, some co:noluaions of the exten-
!Legislation Authorizing Federal Grants !£! A~rioul tural 
Ex rimant Stations. u.s. Dept. of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Pub. 
No. 515 lashington, 1943) p. 10; " •••• that bulletins or reports of 
progress shall be published at said stations at lea.st once in 
three months •••• " 
sion studies should apply to station bulletins.. f{esul ts and 
e 011olus :i.oM of the oxton.'i ion s tt-1dies s ignif ican'b to this study 
are provided tu soction "Revim"1 of 1Past Ilesearchn of: this ol:u.\;rter. 
'l'ha amlienoe for wh:i.ch st~tion bulletins are pr:im,arily 1,rri ttan .. 
as daf:b:.1.ed 
oom:i;n-:tsed of persona classified as noft-f'arrll0 leaders.. This g1 .. oup 
:lnoludes research workers. a::irte:nsion servioo subject-matter speeial• 
1.sts and co:.1:uty agents., personnel of' too Soil Consarva:t.ion Service. 
the lll'oderal Housins Administration and othar government age.neies,. 
Md cororn.ercial or1t&rprisa reprasentGitiV!.'ll:l such as farm SU!?FlY and 
eqtd.pr,1ant dealers, craaraery field 1;11en, and crop dusters. The role 
of' the off-farm leader in relation to the experiment station is that 
0£ :tntormediary bet.ween the reported researoh l"EHnilts of the station 
and the application of these research rosul ts by farmers •. 
The speoif'ic question to which this thesis study a·tte;:, pts to 
pro'V'ide some answers is "i;Ihat. oharaeteris.ties and qualities of 
charaot,aristics of Oklahoma atate experiment stc~·tion bullc,.t;lns 
do ci:?u.n.ty extension ag;onts find useful and under:srt;anda.ble?n Aocurirta 
anm7e.ro to ·this gues tion will be helpful g;uidos fQr authors of 
futux·a experiment station bulletins .. 
'fhis st;udy ha.G bean lirui tea 'ho the eounty .. a:ge:ut se:gr11ent of tl1a 
off' ... farm. leader aud:i.enoe for several raasons: (1) As a ;ae,tter of 
pref'era1we--coooty ag;ents are leg;ally designated as prim.al";' 
11/extendersn of station research in£on11.ation. (2) 'l'ht't oounty .. agent 
audience is easily defined. County agen·ts are hired jointly by 
county. state. and the federal extension service. There is a 
county agent's offioe for each of the 71 counties in Oklahoma. 
(3) The county agents. since they all have offices a.nd frequently 
meet on +.he Okla."11.oma St.ate University cam.pus. a.re easily accessible. 
(4) County agent offices a.re eirenly scattered about ·!;he state; 
therefore. a random sru-i.ple of agents commenting on uses made 
of station bulletins should reflect the agricultural information 
needs of different regions of the state. 
Clarif'j.cation of Term.s 
Before going further in reporting this study,. several terms have 
be@n adapted which should receive :more clarificatioxu 
(1) Ccmn1:¥ extension agent: As previously mentioned, oounty 
agents a.re hired jointly by the counties,. state., and federal erlen• 
sion service. In Oklahoma thare is f.or each county at least one 
county agent office, usually looated at the county seaii. The job of 
the extension s.ervioe and county agents is, as described by the 
Smith-Lever A<rt. "'•• • .To aid in diff'using among the people of the 
United States useful and practical information on subjects relating 
to agrieul tu.re and hQnle econo.mios., and to encourage the application 
of the same •• •• .nY 
21957 Extension Subo0;,-unittae on Scope and Responsibility, u.s. 
Dept .. of' Agriculture., !!:!. Cooperative Extension S:ervice ... ,.Today 
(Washington~ 1957) p. 3. 
(2) Experiment station bulletins; The Oklahoma State axperi-
ment station bulletins are those station publications of bulletin 
format having the prefix "B" before their serial identification 
numbers (i.e. B-422, B-419, B-489). Teohnioal bulletins and rtd.meo• 
graphed progress reports are excluo.ed f'rom oonsidere.ticn in this 
.study. 
(3) Chara.cterist-ics 2.£. experiment station bulletins :t The 
bulletin characteristics considered in this research are: .. pictures 
and illustrations, tables, graphs. bulletin titles, subheads, 
footnotes, appendices, table of contents., written copy, subject 
content, and arrangement of oha.racte,ristics. 
(4) Understandability: Understandability is the ease with 
vA1ioh county agents comprehend the information presented in bulle-
tins. The term "understandability" is used instead of' ureadabili ty" 
because the latter in its most common usage includes tt:reader inter-
est.,_ tt in a.ddi ton to eomprehens ion.,_ Vii thin its dafini tion. W This 
study is limited to the 11cm,-.prehensionn part o:f.' the definition of 
"readability." 
(5) Usefulness: The usefulness of a bulletin is its ability 
·to provide information helpful to the county agent in his job as 
counnelor to rural people on agricultural problems. The definition 
4 
of "reader interest" is also more inclusive than the term "usefulness." 
"Usefulness 11 may be considered as one part of what motivates 
"reader interest." 
3Rudolf Flesch. ~ ~ ~ Readability. (:New York,. 1951) p. 1. 
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Review of Past Resee,reh. 
Since formal research projacts on experiment station publi-
cations have developed only within the last ~~o yee:rs, little research 
dealing; direot;ly with station bulletins has been published. Hov.rever• 
s.s previously mentioned.. several studies related to extension ser ... 
vioe bulletins and circulaxs have been published. 
A national guestion:naire survey conducted in 1957 by L. E. Barba.ugh, 
extension aarviea specialist in eduoational media, indicated some 
or the major woa..'lcr.J.essos of experiment ata.tion bulletins• Sa.rbaugh's 
study was entitled n.A.grieultural E.'lttens.ion EditQrs r Opinions about 
Publications and Needed Research. n 
In the 38 questior<l1aires r0turned in Sarbaugh's survey, the 
editors frequently indicated that sta·bion publications were "he.rd 
to read and understand, too long and detailed, not well 1.vri tte11., 
and that they co:u.Jca:i.ned poor typographic d.evie<;:;s." P..bout the only 
good CQU'Jm(:mt editors mfade about the publication.s was ·that they 
gave detailed information for scientists.!/ 
The editors• opinions point . al.most directly to experiment 
station bulletins since these are the most common publication of' the 
stations. 
Regard.ing future research, editors :most frequently expressed. 
opinions that more attention should be given to study of audience 
needs e.,nd or..aracteristics, production techniques, distribu·hion., and 
4L. E. Sarbaugh. _!£rio1;!!:liura! Extension Edi tors I Opinions .. about 
Publications and Needed Research, Publications Rasearoh Project., 
federal extension service, (WasM.ng·ton, 1957) pp. l-9. 
use and af'fects of publication. 
Some $Jd::e:rmion service cow1m:.1.nicatio11 studies date back to 
the 19201 :::. Given below are oonolusions of these studies t,hat 
seem. to have some bearing on station p'tiblicittions :Y 
Roy, K. B. and Cooper, 1/Y". M., Desirabilitl of ~strated Gover 
Page~~ Ex1cension Circulars, 4 pp. Ark. Agr. Col. Ext •• ,. Little 
Rock, 1938. 
Observations were made wi·bh ·two difforen·t extension oirculitrs, 
e&.ch prepared vlith an illustrated cover and non-illustra:ted cover. 
Thirty copies of each of the four circulars were placed on display 
in 12 counties., and selections made were observed,. La:ber .cl question-
naire was mailed to the people who had taken ·the circulars to deter ... 
mine the W3e :made of the information in. 'i:;he:m and ·ho get certain other 
data on the eff'ecti veness of illus·bra:!:;ecl covers. Conclusions drawn 
by t;he &,u·i;hors are aa folloir1s: (1) Illustrated cover pages remind 
indi1riduals of the need for information on a particular subject; 
(2) they stimulate interest in the subject discussed, and (3) 
they increase the use of experiment station. findings and extension 
teaching med:;hods • 
Arbour., M. B • ., Extension Publica·tions • ., 4 pp. University Station., 
La. Agr. Col. Ext.• Ba:bon Rouge. 1950. 
'!he s·tudy shmvs that the majori 'by of county and home de:mon-
s tration agents distributed the greatest 111.:imber of bulletins to 
people mak:i.11g calls at the agents' offices and to those who asked 
for thom at meetings. Most Louisiana agent;s havo found that mailing 
material to everyone on e. general mailing; list is not a satisfactory 
means of distribution. 
Minnesota University Department of' Agriculture., Division of 
Agricultural Ex.tension., Publications Office,,, Information Services 
Surv;;,l., 4 pp. University Farm~ Hinn. u •. A.gr., Ext., St .. Paul.,. 1951. 
In 1951 tho publicat:fons office of the. university department of 
agr:i.cul ture :me.de a study oi' its services• i:nolud:lng bul:te tins. The 
i..'llfor.mation waa obtained from. the Minnesote. 001 .. mty e::d;ens ion agents 
by questionnaire com.ple·bed and turned in at district conferences •••• 
The ag;ents thought that if any changes were r1ade. in bulletins, they 
should be :rr1e.da simpler and shorter. Eig.hty-f'ive percent thought 
publications generally are acceptable, 12 percent thought they are 
5Lucinda Crile, l"inding;s ~ Studies 2£, Bulletins, News Stories 
and Circular Letters., u. s. Extension Service Circular 488• {Washington, 
1953) pp. 1-7. . 
·too complioatod,- :noua that they 1:.1.ra ·too simple. bfu1eographod 
materials ·v.rere rated lower than bulletins. The agents considered 
outlook folders, economic bulletins, and rural sociology publica-
tions ·ho be of little value •••• They thoug.'1.:1.t eeonomio :mat;erial isn't 
published rapidly enough; a11d ·bhat extraneous material,. background, 
and history should be lef't out of bulle·tins. 'l'hey lVari.t. a Sj.11'.lOp~is 
with oYery bulletin •••• The most popular bullet:i.11s during 'Ghe past; 




OBTAn:rnrG 'l'IIE D~lTA 
Information about; the understandability and use.fulness of' 
experiment station bulletins was obtained by mail questionnaire 
and personal interview. 
The Mail Questionnaire 
A questionnaire entitled "Bulletin Understandability Survayn 
was written and, on a trial basis, mailed to five county agents of 
the seventy-seven in the state. The fi11e agents were selected by 
?ilr. Edd Lemons, Head,_ Agrioul tural Inf'onna. tion Services, Oklahoma 
State University. Mr. Lemons, in his position, is personally 
acquainted with all the agents and thought these five would be espe-
cially interested in the questionnaire. 
'fhree of the five agents returned the questionnaire within trro 
weeks. After examining; their replies, minor revisions were made on 
the questionnaire before sending it to a larger group of county 
agents. 
The revised questionnaire (See Appendix A) was sent to f'ifty-
five county agents. They were selected, with the aid of' a table 
of random num.bers, from the remaining agents still unexposed to 
8 
th~ questionnaire.ii/ 
Aeoompanying each questionnaire were two letters (See 
Appendix A) and three experiment station bulletins. One letter, 
signed by Mr. G. F. Church. Publieations Editor. Agrioultura.l 
Information Services. explained hmr to complete ·the questionnaire. 
The other letter •. signed by Mr. E. K. Lmve, Assistant Director. 
Extension· Service, emphasized to the u.gent.s the importance of this 
research and trs necessity that the questionnaire bo returned. 
The letter signed by Mr. Church asked the agents to oompare 
the three bulletins they received on the basis of' understandability, 
but eaoh agent did not receive the same three bulletins. In a.11, 
11 different bulletins were sent to the 55 agents. 
Table I, page 10, lists the 11 bulletins sent to ·!;he agents. 
These bulletins vuy from seven to 23 pages in length. They were 
selected., hov1aver., so that the a.mount of' space devoted to virrittan 
copy is about the same for each bulletin. Most 0£ the variation in 
number of pages is due to differences in space devoted to other 
bulletin characteristics such as tables, graphs, subheads, ate. 
To help keep track of the bulletins and questionnaires sent 
to the agents, each bulletin and questionnaire was given an identi-
fioation number. In Table I the bulletin identification number is 
to the left of each bulletin title. The questionnaire numbers, 
which range from 1 to 55 and are given in Table II Chaptei~ III. 
1vera placed inconspicuously on the back of each questionnaire. 
The groups of three bulletins sent to agents were selected so 
6~Tolm Philip McCarthy,. Introduction to Statistical Reasoning, 
(New York, 1957) PP• 136-138. 
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TABLE I 
EIEVEM EXPERDi!EliT STAT ION BULLETINS SENT 
'.1'0 CotJNTY AGENTS 







A Two-rmv. Traotor ... mounted Castor B-4-89 
.. Bean Harvester 
A Survey of Spinach ]Jiarkets and B-468 
Marketing in Easter.a. Oklahoma 
The Development of the Oklahoma B-422 
Brush-type Cotton Stripper 
The :Place of Cotton. as a Source of · B-419 
Farm Income in Southeastern Oklahoma 
The Cost of Rearing Okla.home. B-467 
Farm Children 
Nitrogen Fertilization of Winter Oats B-491 
Green Manure and Cotton in Double- B•4'72 
cropping System on a Fine-textured Soil 
Effects of Fertilization and Climatic B-492 
Conditions on Prairie Hay 
Feedinr; Trace Minerals to Beef Cattle 
in Oklahoma 
A Feed Crop Rotation for Central and 
Eastern Oklahoma 




15 age:i:d:;s :uo'G yet replying, duplicate copies were serrt to them.. 
1~, .'l. 
mailed to randomly selacted ageffbS not yet exposed to the question.-
Afte;: reminder postcards ware ;mailed ·t;o the three remaining agents, 
all 55 questionnaires wore roturned. Location of: counties from 
which questionnaires wera recei"ved. is shown in Fig;ure 1, page 12. 
In the questionnaire the £tge:n.ts vmre &\sked to read th:roug;h the 
bulletins e,.nd list them in first. seoond. and third place according 
to the ease vJi th which they 1;:rere understood. The stuns of ·thfHJe 
ratj_ngs of' the agents were used to dsrive for each bulletin. an 
11understandability rating score." These scores are discussed iu 
Using mail questim:maires to obtain dli1.ta has lu,1.d severa.l 
-the agents actually read ·the bull,;;tins. .Also, since ag;onts' 
opinions vrere foru1ed :E1os tly from th0 cons idari:,tiotl of only 11 bul-
letins, ge:nare,lization of thoir opinions -1:;o other sta'cion bulletins 
may be ineu.H.rn:rate. Though the 11 dif'ferant bulletins 0.1~0 probo.bly 
representative of' station bulletini,, this need not be ao. 
LOCATION OF COUNTY AG ENTS 
FROM WHICH QUESTIONNAIRES WERE RECEIVED 
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Counties fro11 which agents returned the questionnaires 





On the other hand, providing the agents with bulletins to 
read a.nd comps.re gave them opportunity to form. opinions of their 
likes and dislikes of the bulletins. To have agents. read and cow.pare 
bul+trbins during intervia',vs would be extremely time consuming. 
The Personal Interviews 
As a .follow-up on the :mail ques"l:;iormaire, another questionnaire 
was written for use during personal interviews with the extension 
agents. The second questionnaire (See Appendix .A) was designed 
(1) to obtain. more specific a:w.wers to nopen" questions in the mail 
questionnaire, (2) to answer questions brought to attention f'rom 
results of the mail questio:n.uaire. and (3.) to serve as check on the 
results of the mail quest:i.onnaire. 
Interviews were obtained with the extension agents while they 
were at Okls,horo.a Ste.ta University attending a three-w-esk extension 
ttshort course." At the beginning of' the course Mr. E. K. LovJ"e told 
the agents. th.at somet:i.m.e during the next three w·eeks they would 
probably be approached for an interview coneernlng station. bulletins. 
A table and. several chairs were placed near the agents' 
classrooms for use as a station for the in:l.:iervievrs. Mr. llia.urioe 
Haag, Assoeiato Prof'esso:r of Journalism at the University, and tho 
author acted as interviewers. During periods free from classes, 
the ,igents ,,.rere selected at random and invited to be interviewed. 
Each :i...'>lterview began by giving an agent 12 diff'ere11t bulletins 
to look at so he would kr1ow exac·tly what type or publication the 
interview quetrbions would be concerned with. The agents were not 
asked "co read or compare these bulletins. However, s o:ma agents did 
use them in pointing out partic.mlar likes or dislikes of bulletins. 
Ii' an a.gent did not understand a question as read to him, the 
interviewer gave further explanation. The questio:nnaire eontained 
25 questions and took about 30 minutes to eo.m.pleta with each agent. 
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r.u all- 36 intervi~"'S were obtained--16 with county agents, 13 
with assistant county agents, and seven. with assoei~te county agents. 
The counties in which the agent& interviewed have their offices a.re 
shown. in Figure 2., page 15. 
The activities of oounty agents, assistant county agents,,, and 
associate eounty agents in their work with the public are similar. 
Their jobs differ mainly in the segments of the public 'With wham 
they 1.vork. Because of similarity of jobs of the three types of' agents, 
their responses to questions oono,erning station, buUetins should be 
similar. The fevt differences in responses: to the 1n·l:;ervie",,.l questions 
that apparently resulted from diff'eranoes of the three types of agents 
a.re discussed in Chapter IV. 
LOCATION OF OFFICES OF AGENTS INTERVIEWED 
8UVCII 0-"' TtUS HARP£R \ WOODS 
AL'ALfA! GRANT l(AY • • ______ .._ ______ J.. _____ o,j[LLIS 
The black dots indicate the county in which the office of each 





ANALYSIS OF RESPOiSE TO THE MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE 
In this chapter responses to the mail questionna ire are 
discussed in order of appearance of the questions in the question-
naire . 
Analysis of Responses to Question One 
The first question asked the agents was: 
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Rate the three bulletins according to which presents information 
the easiest way for you to understand. 
a . The bulletin presenting information so it is the easiest to 
under tand is s (title) 
--~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
b. The bulletin presenting information so it is second easiest 
to understand is : (title) 
---~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
c . The bulletin presenting information so it is the most diffi-
cult to understand is : (title) 
---~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Table II . page 17. shows which three of the 11 bulletins each 
agent was asked to compare for understandability. The numbers in 
parenthesis in the table are the questionnaire identification 
numbers . To the right of each questionnaire number are the identi-
fication numbers of the bulletins sent With each questionnaire (See 
Table I) . 
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TABLE II 
RATINGS COUNTY AGENTS GAVE TO THE BULLETINS 
Question- Question- Question-
naire Ratings:• naire Ratings: naira Ratings, 
Number ls t{.2nd/3rdL Number lst{.2n~3rd{. Number ls t{.2nd{.3rd 
(1) =/1=2 #1 #3 (20) #2 #=3 #4 (39) #5 #8 #4 
(2) #=l #4 :/1=5 (21) #5 #6 #1 ( 40) #8 #7 #6 
(3) fl #6 #1 (22) =#9 =/f5 -#8 (41) #10 #1~ #9 
( 4) #9 #1 4#3 (23) #5 f/:10 #11 ( 42) #1 #2 #=9 
( 5) #10 #1 #11 (24) #1 #6 #2 ( 43) #9 #3 #4 
(6) :/f2 #3 #4 (25) #5 #3 #4 (44) #5 #9 =#6 
(7) #2 #5 #6 (26) #7 ~ ·#6 ( 45) #8 #9 #7 
(8) #2 #7 #8 (27) #9 4/:{3 #10 ( 46) =/1:1 #10 #11 
( 9) =//=10 #9 #2 (28) #11 #6 #1 ( 47) /f.10 #2 #3 
(10) =/J:11 #1 #2 (29) #2 #3 #6 ( 48) =/1=5 =/J=lO #4 
(11) i/=5 #3 =/l=4 (30) 1/=4 #5 ffe;, ( 49) #7 :/}10 #6 
(12) #=3 #f3 #7 (31) #9 #7 #8 (50) # 10 #8 *9 
(13) #9 #3 #8 (32) 4{:10 #11 #7 (51) #11 #1 #2 
(14) #3 #10 #11 (33) #2 #1 #7 (5Z) #11 #3 #4 
(15) #1 #2 #3 (34) #3 #7 #4 (53) #11 #5 :/1=6 
( 16) #5 #6 #4 (35) #5 #7 ·#6 (54) #11 #7 #8 
(17) #8 #4 #7 (36) :/1=10 #9 #B (55) #11 #-'9 4/:10 
(18) #9 1flO #4 (37) fl #11 #8 
(19) #11 #1 #=4 (38) #2 #3 1/8 
*The numbers 1n the columns are the assigned bulletin 
identification numbers . 
Ratings Given by Agents 
Eaoh bulletin was rated by 15 different oounty agents . This 
is evidenced by oounting the times an identification number appears 
in Table II. Table II also shows the ratings that each county 
agent, as represented by the questionnaire number. gave for the 
three bulletins he received. 
Table III, page 19, lists each group of three bulletins which 
included bulletin #1 . Counting the times bulletin #1 was compared 
with each or the ,other bulletins shows that bulletin #1 was compared 
with both bulletins #2 and #11 seven times, and with bulletins 
#3, #4, #5, #-6, #7, :/fa , #9, and #10 twice each. 'U Bulletin #1 was 
compared with bulletins #2 and =/1:11 more than other bulletins because 
of the particular arrangement of the bulletins in groups of three . 
Understandability Rating Scores 
From the ratings shown in Table II an 1tunderstandability 
rating score" was derived for each bulletin. To obtain this score 
a point was provided a bulletin for each time it was rated easier 
to understand than another bulletin, and the um of' these points 
for any one bulletin is its understandability rating score . For 
example, in questionnaire (1) bulletin #1 (See Table II) was rated 
in second placeJ therefore , being rated easier to understand than 
bulletin #3, it received one point. If bulletin #1 had been rated 
in first place, it would have received two points , one point for 
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70riginally the author planned for each bulletin to be compared 
with each other bulletin an equal number of times . But due to a 
statistical error this did not occur, and the ratings had to be 
adjusted for the error. 
TABLE III 
GROUPS OF THREE IN VffiICH BULLET! B-489 (# 1) AS COMPARED 










fioation Numbers Numbers fication Numbers 
#1 #2 #3 (24) #5 #1 #2 
#1 #4 #6 (28) #6 #11 #1 
#1 #6 #7 (33) #7 #1 #2 
#1 #8 #9 (37) ~ #11 # 1 
#1 #10 #11 ( 42) #9 #1 #2 
#2 #11 #1 (46) #10 #11 #1 
-#3 /1 #2 (51) #11 =/1=1 i/:2 
#4 #11 #1 
T LE IV 
NUMBER OF TIMES BULLETIN B-489 (#1) WAS CO:t-lPARED 
WITH EACH OTHER BULLETIN 
Bulletin #1 s 
" " " tt " It 
It " 
It ft ft 
tt " " 
It It 
" " ft 
" ff 
It " It 
Number of 
Times 
compared with 1/:2 ••••••• 7 
" It #3 ••••••• 2 
" It #4 ••••••• 2 
tf #5 ••••••• 2 
" #6 ••••••• 2 
" u #7 ••••••• 2 
" It #8 ••••••• 2 
" " #9 ••••••• 2 
It ff #10 •••• •• 2 
11 It #11 •••••• 7 
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being easier to understand than bull etin #2 and one point for 
being eas ier to understand than bulletin :/f3. The maximum 
possible points , therefore. that a bulletin might receive in eaoh 
group of three bulletins is two . 
Procedure for Obtaining Understandability Rating Scores 
The following example illustrates the procedure for obtaining 
t he understandability rating scores t 
Points 
Reoeived by fl 
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In questionnaire (1) when # 1 is compared with #2 ••• o (#1 was rat-
In quest i onn ire (1) " " " " fl #3 • •• l ed in 2nd 
place; se-
cond to 1/=2 ) 
Reference to Table II will show that bulletin # 1 was not rated 
easier than #2, but was r ated easier than bulletin =/1:3 . 
To continue, when points from questionnaire (2) are added to 
those from questionnaire (l) a 
Points 
Received by #1 
When #1 is compared with #2 •••••••. O 
When # 1 is compared with #3 •• •••••• 1 
When #1 is compared With #4 •••••••• l 
'/hen #1 i s compared with #5 •••••••• 1 
(Questionnair e (2) 
It " 
All the points from the questionnaires are added until • 
)Th.en #=l is 
It II ft 
II " II 
It " It 
tt II It 
II II II 
ti tt " 
ti It It 
It " fl 
It It 
Points 
Received by #1 
compared with #2 •••••• ••• 0, 1, 1, 1, o,1. 1 
II " #3 ••••••• •• 1, l 
ti " #4 • • • •• •••• 1, 1 ti " #5 •.•. •• ..• 1, 1 
It It 1f6 ••• •••••• 1, 0 
ti fl :/1=7 • •• •• •••• l , l 
It tt #8 .•• .. •• •• 1, 1 
It tt #9 . •••••• •• 1. 0 
n It #10 •••••••• o, l 
It It #11 •••• • ••• 1, 0, o, o, 1, 1, o 
(#1 is r ated 
with #2 in 
questionnaires 
( l) , (10) , (15), 
(24, ) (33) , (51) . 
To equate the seven comparisons of bulletin #1 with bulletins 
#2 and #11 to the comparisons oocurring twice, the number of points 
given in each series of seven comparisons is divided by the number 
(seven) of comparisons . The resulting fraction is placed tl~ice in 
the row the equivalent of points received from tv.ro comparisons . 
For e ple, the points bulletin #1 when the two series of seven 
comparisons are equated is: 
#2 •••••• • ••••• 5/7, 5/7 
=/1=3 •••• • •••• • • • 1, 1 
#4 •• • ••• • •• • •• l , l 
=/fs •••••• •••• •• 1, 1 
=/16 •••••••••••• 1, 0 
#7 •••••••••• •• 1, 1 
=/fS ••••••••...• 1, 1 
#9 ..•.•..•.... 1, 0 
#10 ••••• • •• • •• 0, 1 
#11 •• ••••••••• 3{7, 371 
5 3 Total 
The sum 15 3/7 is the understandability rating score for 
bulletin :/1:1. The possible range of the understandability rating 
score is from Oto 20. Computations for rating scores of the 
other bulletins are given in Appendix C. 
Table V, page 22, gives the ranking of the bulletins according 
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to their understandability rating scores . The higher the understand-
ability rating score, the easier a bulletin was for the county 
agents to understand. 
Relation of Rating Scores to Bulletin Characteristics 
The next step was to determine what association, if any, the 




RAN'KING OF EXPERIMENT STATION BULLET! S ACCORDillG 
TO UNDERS T DAB ILITY RATING SCORES 
Assigned 
Rating Identifi- Bulletin Serial 
Scor e Rank cation Number Title Number 
15 3/7 1. 5 #l A Two-row Tractor-mounted Castor B-489 
Bean Harvester 
15 3/7 1. 5 #11 Concho Winter Wheat B-453 
14 3/7 3. 
13 2/7 4. 
12 6/7 5. #10 
12 4/7 6 . 
10 7. 
s 3/7 a. 
3 6/7 9 . 
3 2/7 10. #7 
2 4/7 11. 
The Cost of Rearing Oklahoma 
Farm Children 
B-467 
Feeding Trace Minerals to Beef B-470 
Cattle in Oklahoma 
A Feed Crop Rotation for Central B-465 
and Eastern Oklahoma 
A Survey of Spinach Markets and 
Marketing in Eastern Oklahoma 
The Development of' the Oklahoma 
Brush-type Cotton Stripper 
B-468 
B-422 
Effects of Fertilization and B-492 
Climatic Conditions on Prairie Hay 
Nitrogen Fertilization of' Winter B-491 
Oats 
Green Manure and Cotton in Double- B- 472 
cropping System on Fine-textured 
Soil 
The Place of' Cotton as a Source of B-419 
Farm Income in Southeastern 
Oklahoma. 
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Only three cha.raoteristios--tables , heads and subheads, and 
written oopy--occurred frequently enough in the bulletins to be 
measured and cor related with the understandability rating scores 
~ith e::J.y possibility of statistic 1 significance . 
To quant ify the characteristics the opace devoted to each in 
the bulletins was measured. The printed area on a page of an 
Oklahoma Station ulletin is 45 picas deep and 27 pies Wide . This 
totals to 1215 pica ems per page . Figure 3, ge 24, shows a page 
from a bulletin with the characteristics measured. 
In Figure 3 the space used for out lines of the picture was 
included in the measurement of space used f or the picture . Likelvise, 
the space used in the explanatory portion of a table was included 
in the measurement of table space . 
Heads and subheads or the bulletins were also quantified by 
counting the number of heads and subheads per bulletin and by 
counting the number of syllables used in heads per bulletin. 
To :.masure the "ease of rea.ding11 of written copy in the 
bulletins the Flesch formula was employed. Flesch scores are de-
rived from. the measurement of average sentence length Eud syllables 
per 100 words of written oopy.!f 
Relation of Tables to Rating Scores 
The characteristics of tables, measured in terms of space, 
8Flesoh, pp. 2-6 . 
SPACE MEASUREMENTS OF CHARACTERISTICS 
ON A BULLETIN PAGE 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------r 
I, C\J 
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Space 
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showed the greatest degree of association with the understandability 
rating scores . A correlation coefficient of -.498. as measured 
by the rank difference method. was obtained be tween the rating scores 
and the amount of space used for tables in each bulletin. ~ Since 
the correlation coefficient is negative. it indicates the extent to 
which bulletins with high understandability rating scores are not 
occupied by tables . The confidence level of this correlation. however, 
is not quite 10 percent. which is to say that t here is little cer-
tainty that the correlation coefficient would be the same if measured 
from another sample of bulletins and population. !Q/ A 5 percent 
level of oonf'idence is usually desired if a correlation coefficient 
is to be accepted with sufficient confidence to make predictions. 
Relation of Beads and Subheads to Rating Scores 
When measurements of space used for heads and subheads were cor-
related with the understandability rating scores . a coefficient of 
. 216 was obtained. This coefficient is also too low for any 
s ignifica.nce. 
The correlation coefficient between number of heads and subheads 
per bulletin and the rating scores is . 341. The coefficient between 
number of syllables used in heads and subheads per bulletin and the 
9John C. Townsend, Introduction~ Experimental Method, (New York, 
1953) pp . 160- 163. 
10R. A. Fischer. Statistical Methods ~ Research Workers . (5th ed. 
London. 1934) pp . 178-181. 
rating scoTes is . 389. Ne ither coeff icient is s ufficiently high 
to be accepted with much confidence . 
Relation of Written Copy to Rating Scores 
A correlation coefficient between the amount of space used 
for wr itten copy and the r ating scores was not computed. The 
bulletins were selected so that space used for written copy would 
be about the same for each bulletin. Since this variable has been 
controlled no relationship is expected. 
The written copy was, however, measured by use of the Flesch 
formula . The correlation coefficient between the Flesch scores 
and the underst andability r ating scores was -. 457 at a confidence 
level of not quite 10 percent. Flesch generally claims at least a 
. 66 positive corr elati on coefficient is obtained between the "ease 
of reading" scores and his criterion of "ease of reading . n!!/ 
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The correlation coefficient in this study. however , is negative, 
just the opposite of what would be expected. High rating scores 
should have positive correlation with high Flesch scores . This 
negative correlation does not necessarily indicate that the rating 
scores are inaccurate, or that Flesch scores are inaccurate when used 
on material for w~ich it was designed. 
The Flesch formula was not standardized on people who had special 
interests in agriculture nor was it intended for use on material of 
11Edgar Dale and Jeanne s. Chall.!:. Formula for Predicting 
Readability, (Ohio State University, Columbus. 1948) pp. 2-6 . 
the highly technical natur e found in experiment station bulle-
tina . 12/ So, it would not necessarily measure "ease of reading" 
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of station bulletins from the viewpoint of the county agents . Also, 
the writing in the bulletins may have been sufficiently easy for the 
agents to understand that they did not consider it an important point 
for comparison of bulletins on understandability. 
Discussion of Results of Question One 
The large number of variables that could affect the under-
standability of the bulletins is no doubt responsible for much of the 
poor success in obtaining highly significant correlations . If a 
large number of variables are involved in understandability, a larger 
sample of bulletins would be needed to obtain more significant 
correlations . But to increase the sample and still have each bulletin 
compared with each other bulletin, ould be extremely difficult since 
the questionnaires would have to be sent to a prohibitingly large 
number of' persons to obtain the correct arrangement of comparisons . 
All tabulations in measuring the charact&ristics nd obtaining 
the correlation coefficients are given in complete detail in Appendix C. 
Analysis or Responses to Question 2 and 2a 
Question 2 and 2a was a 
fib.at particular parts of t he bulletin you rated in first place 
do you consider most effective in making the information understandable? 
a. Why do you believe these parts were most effective in making 
the information understandable? 
12Edgar Dale and Jee.nne s. Chall , pp . 2. 8 . 
Question 2 and 2a was successful for obtaining the opinions of 
the agents on what they liked about the bulletins . The agents were 
v1illing to make comments, and although this question is "open, n 
similar comments were made .f'requently enough that they could be 
classified. For example, when giving reasons as to why a bulletin 
rated in first place was easier to 'lll'l.derstand. agents made oomments 
such as: "It is short. to the point; " "gets to the point quicker;" 
"concise and t o the point;u "direct and to the point;" "brief, con-
cise;" etc. In interpreting these comments the author placed them 
all under the classification "concise and to the point. " However, 
some agents ' corr:ments were not so easily interpreted and classified 
as the f oregoing, and, therefore, their interpretation could differ 
.f'rom. person to person. To overcome this weakness in the analysis , 
the author and four other persons from the agricultural publication 
staff of the experiment station interpreted and classified the 
conments of the agents. 
For interpreting the agents ' comments , the author established 
eight different classifications . These were s "effective use of 
tables , " "effective use of pictures and illustrations. " "effective 
use of graphs, " "effective summaries and conclusions , " "effective 
introduction, " "effective table of contents , tt "concise and to the 
point, " and "language easy to understand. " The five interpreters 
read the agents' comments and indicated the portions of the comments 
that belonged to a par ticular class of interpretation. The obser-
vations of the five interpreters as to the number of agents making 
comments of a particular classification were then averaged. The 
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eight olassifiaations and the average observations of the five 
interpreters are given in Table VI, page 30. The interpreters• 
observations and computation ot the average observations a.re given 
in Append ix C. 
Discussion of results from question 2,2a and 3,3a are given 
together after presentation of the analysis to question 3 and 3a • 
.Anlysis of' Responses to Question 3 and 3a 
Question 3 and Sa wast 
·!/\.!hat particular parts of the bulletin you ra i:R,d in last place 
do you consider :most ineffeotive in making the information under-
standable? 
a. Why do yon believe these ps.rts v.rere ineffective in making 
the :l.n:ferriia tion. understandable? 
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The agents• comments to ·bhis question were also in:tarprated by 
the author and four members o:r the a,grioultural public::i,bions st~f£. 
The interpreters placed the oomments to this question in. elasaifi-
catio:ns oorrespondin.g to those in question 2 and 2a. HCWtever, sinee 
question 3 and 3a is a negative question, that is. H; asks tor vrha.t's 
"ineffectiw, 1t the oomments of the agents were negative. And appro-
priately .the olassitications were made negative; for example, 
ttineffeetiva use of tables," "language diffioult to understand," and 
ttnot concdse and to the point. n 
'fable VII, page 31. lists all the class ifio9:!;ions of the agents' 
comments to question 3 and 3a._ and the average observa:tione of the 
interpreters as to the number of· agents making comments of a partic-
ular clasaif'ication. Table VII contains three classifieations that 
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TABLE VI 
CLASSIFICATION OF AGENTS' COMMENTS 
IN QUESTION 2 AND 2a 
Classification Comments in Number of Bul- umber of Agents • 
of Agents • Classifica- letins to Which Comments About Bul-
Comments tions Class ifioations le tins to Vlhioh Class-
Number•/% **/Apply*** / ifioations Apply 
Effective use 











Eff'ecti ve table 
of contents 
Concise and to 
the point 
Language easy 
to unders ta.nd 
3 16. 9 
16 32. 6 
14 25. 5 
11 20. 0 
7 17. 9 
22 40. 0 




11 **** 55 
11 **** 55 
1 39 
11 ***** 55 
11 ***** 55 
*The numbers are the averages (with fractions rounded off) of t he 
interpreters ' observations . (See ppendix C) The number indicate the 
average number of comments of a classification as obs rved by interpreters. 
**These percentages indicate the percentage of agents ' comments 
(numbers) which are of a p rticular classification. For example, 
7 is 26 . 9% of 26 . 
***Some bulletins did not have pictures or illustrations. or graphs 
or tables; therefore. the respective classifications would not apply. 
****All bulletins did not have s ections titled " introductiontt or 
"summary and conclusion. 11 but they all contained sections serving the 
same purpose. 
*****Determining if a bulletin has the characteristic 11concise 
and to the point" or "language easy to understand" is relative to th 
opinion of each agent .• 
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TABLE VII 
CLi\SSIFICATION OF AGRNTS' COJli'IT!&"ENTS 
IlT QUE.3'I'ION 3 A:ND 3tt 
Classification Co:mme:nts in Iifuniber of Bul- Num.ber of· Agents t 
of Agents' Classifica- leti:us to T:hich Comments About Bul-
Cornrr.te.nts tions Classifications let:J.:ns to Which Class-







Ineffective use 27 
of tablas 





Lacked table of' 
contents 
Not concise and 
to the point 
Langmtge dif'fi-
















51.9 10 62 
1.8 11 **** 55 
1.8 11 **** 55 
4.2 4 2,1 
21.8 11 ***** 55 
25.5 11 ***** 55 
5.5 11 ***** 55 
12.'l 11 ***** 55 
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-*'.L'he numbers Ure the averag;es T"wH;h f'ractions rotmdedl~ of the 
interpreters' obs0rvations. (See Append!:;: C) 
**These peroen.t9.ges indicate the pe:reentage of agen:bs' con1111ents 
(numbers) which 8..re oi' a par-bionlar classification. For example, l 
is 8.31~ of 12. 
***Sam.a bulletins did not have pictures or illustrations or graphs, 
etc; therefore, the respective classifications would not apply. 
****.All bulletins did not contain soct;:ion.s e1'l.titled niutroduct:lonn 
or 11 su.:mmary and con.clusiou, it bu·1, all co:ntained parts serving this purpose 
''"'"***Determining if a bulltitin has the char2oteristic "not concise 
and to ·cha po:i.n.t" or "language di.fficul t to underi:d:;e.nd," ate.. ii:, 
relative to the opinion of each a.gent. 
are additioool to those c:orrosponding to question 2 and 2a. The 
three additional classi.f'ioa:Giona are ttlaok personal kn.Oli'lladge to 
understand mflterial.t' ttineftact.ive. orgaJJ.izs:tion. n and utu:1attractlve 
prese.nta.t ion •. tt 
Diseussion cf Results of Questions 2.,22. and 3-.,3a, 
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(foifin1el'.l~ from the tw-0 questions 2,2!!. and 3s3a should be inter-
preted in relation to each o:tiher. 'lo assist the oom.parisO!.I. of results· 
of th.e two qu.es'f;ions. Table VIII, page 35~ l'lsts in para.lle·l columns 
the ttolassifioation of .Agents' Co.mments:1t and "Percentage of Comments 
in ('llassil"ica.t1on1' of questions 2,2a_and 3,3a.. 
All comments of the aga:nt-s to questions 2,2a and 3,)~a are locat.ed 
· in Appendix B ~ 
Providing; the 11 bulletins a.re representative of i;ta:tion bulletins 
as a whola. several important oo:nolusions may be drawn from the data 
in Table VIII. T'he most obvious is that although tablas may help to 
make bulletins under::rt-andable, ·f'ram ~che vieVtpo:L'l'lt o.f county agante-
more o:Nie:n ·than not. tables are ineffeetive in mald.ug the bulletin.a 
easy to v..udersihand. As '!'able VIII shcms~ 51.9 percent of' the agents 
indicated •il:l.G.tf'eetive. use -of' tablfH'l 1t contributed. to me.kini3 bullatir.ls 
*'most dif'fiei,l t to understand., i,_ At tho ~a-me time 32.6 pereent of 
the ag13nts indicated 11ef.fectiw use of tables•• contribu:bed to making 
bulletin.a "easiest to understand. 1• The avere.ge amount: of space 
ooeupied by tables in: th.a 11 bulletins was 3,437.2 pica ~s • .Foi" a . 
sample of_ 26 bulletins 5(:llected randomly £rom approximately 150 
avd.lable Oklahoma station bulletins, the average ,'lpaee oc-oupied by 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF QUESTIONS 2, 2a AND 3, 3a 
Classification Percentage or 
of Agents ' Com- Comments in 
ments to Ques - Classification 
tion 2 and 2a / ______ .., 
Effective use of 
pictures and illu-
strations 
Effective use of 
graphs 
Effective use of 
tables 
Effective summa-










16 . 9 • 
32 . 6 






of Agents ' Com-
ments to Ques-




Ineffective pie- 8.3 * 
turas and illu-
strations 
Ineffective use 10. 8 * 
of graphs 
Ineffective use 51 . 9 
of tables 
Ineffective summa- 1. 8 
rie and conclusions 
Ineffective 1. 8 
introduction 
La.eked table of 4.2 
eon tents 
Not concise and 
to the point 
Language difficult 
to understand 
21 . a 
25 . 5 
Lack personal 5.5 
knowledge to un-
derstand material 
Ineffective 12. 7 
Organization 
Unattractive 7. 3 
presentation 
*In these classifications the number of agents commenting about 
bulletins to which cla sifioations apply is probably too fmv for the 
percentages to have any significance. 
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tables was 3, 462. 34 pioa ems , a difference of only . 007 percent. 
It is likely, then, that the agents' attitude toward tables of 
station bullet ins as a whol would be muoh the sa.ma as for the 11 
bulletins they compared. 
The most frequent reason indicated by agents for rating a bulle• · 
tin neasiest to understandn was "it is concise and to the point. " 
Forty percent of the agents made comments of this classification. 
The corresponding negative classification, "not concise and to the 
point, " was indicated by only 21 . 8 percent of the agents as a reason 
for rating a bulletin •most difficult to understand . " Apparently, 
then, having bulletins short and concise is of considerable importance 
to the agents . 
The reason given second in frequency for rating bulletins 
"easiest to understand" was "language easy to understand. " This 
reason was indicated by 34. 5 percent of the agents . Comments of the 
corresponding negative classification, "language difficult to under-
stand, which was indicated by 25 . 5 percent of the agents, was second 
in frequency as a reason for rating bulletins mot difficult to under-
stand. " So in some instances, although the county agents are college 
graduates , they find language in bulletins too difficult. !;/ 
Com.~ents of the two classifications, "effective summaries and 
conclusions" and "effective introduction" were ma.de by 25. 5 and 
20. 0 percent of the 55 agents respectively. However, comments of the 
corresponding negative classifications "ineffective summaries and 
conclusions" and "ineffective introduction" were infrequent . Only 
on comment of each classification was made. It is apparent, than, 
l3Mr . E. K. L0we, Assistant Director, Extension Service, stated 
to the author trat all of the county agents are college uaduates . 
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that in all the bulletins agents compared, they usually found 
helpful. 
From the county agents' point of viav1, the results of' questions 
· 2.'2a and 3,.3a generally indicate the.t although bulletin.s may have 
effective t;ables-, or a.re concise and to the point,. or have language 
easy to understand, thase characteristios in station bulletins a.re 
too often inaf'fec·l;i ve or lacking. 
On the other hand-, the agents have relatively few complaints 
about the sections 11summaries and eonelusions1• and nintroduction" 
in the bulletins. 
In answering questions 2,.2a and 3,3a ne.ny agents ccr.imnented as 
to v1hy parts of bulletins were ei':f?ective or ineffective. Soma of 
their remarks were :f'raquerd; enoµgh to be classified. For example, 
at least seven of the o.gen·l:;s made comments easily interpreted to mean 
that they thought the bulletins contained too many tables. Four 
agents though the text of the bulletins contained too· many referencas 
to tables. Ot.her unfavorable remarks expressed by a.gents a.bout 
tables were1 · "Tables not conveniently located;" ''tables are not 
aocompanied with sufficient explantltion;u "·t;ables contain too many 
figures, it and "headings ·to ·tables and columns or data in tables are 
di£ficult to understand. 9 
' ' 
Several a.gents, when ra:bing bulletins first,. made favorable 
comments that the tables were simple, easy to understand, and 
conveniently located. Some agents indicated one reason they rated 
a bulletin :first was that it contained few tables. 
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Agents ' com:irents about the language of tha bulletins rated 
last in understandability most frequently indicated that agents 
thought the language too technical . As for language in bulletins 
rated first in understandability, the usual comment was "it ' s simpler. n 
I 
Analysis of Responses to Question 4 and 4a 
Question 4 and 4a. was asked the agents to find for what 
reasons the a.gents will read one bulletin before another . 
Question 4 and 4a was 1 
Vfu.ieh bulletin did you read through first? 
a . Was there an.y specific reason that you read through this 
bulletin first? Explain. 
Table IX, page 37, 11.st s the bulle tins and the number of times 
each was read first , second, and last by the agents . When sent to 
the agents , ea.oh bulletin was placed on top of the other two bulstins 
five times; so that each would have equal opportunity to be seen 
first . Table IX gives the total point scores , which are a measure 
of the tendency of agents to read a particular bulletin first . The 
scores were obtained by alloting one po int to a bulletin each t ime 
it was read first , two points for each time read second, and three 
points for each time read last. The lmver the total point score, the 
greater the tendenoy of the agents to read a particular bulletin first . 
Twenty-five count y agents said they read a bulletin first 
because of a spacial interest in the subject matter of the bullet in. 
Ten agents said they read a bulletin firs ·!:; because it was on top of 
the pile . Seven agents said they had no particular reason, and 
seven more made no reply to the question. Only three agents mentioned 
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TABLE IX 
T&'liJ'DENCY OF AGEW'l'S' TO REAJ) IHJLLETDTS FIRST . 
Bulletin Times Times Ti,-in.es Points for Bei:ug Total 
, Sari.al Read . Read Read Read Point 
Number /First/Second/Last/ lat 2nd ·1ast/ Seoras 
B-489 4 a 3 4 16 9 29 
B .. 453 9 l 5 9 2 15 26 
B-467 6 3 6 6 $ 18 30 
B•·470. 7 6 2 7 12' 6 25 
B-465 5 1 3 5 14 9 28 
B-46S 9 2: 4 9 4 12 25 
B-422 4 6 5 4 12 15 31 
B-492 z 3 10 a a 30 38 
B-491 4 6 5 4 12 15 31 
B-472 2 7 s t 14 18 34 
B-419 3 6 6 3 12 18 33 
that they were influenced to read a bulletin first by its attrac-
tive cover . Three miscella~eous reasons given for reading a 
bulletin first were: because it was shortest. because it was the 
more current publication. and because it was well illustrated. 
Discussion of Results of Question 4 and 4a 
By far the majority of the agen~Gs :i.ndica.ted they read a 
bulletin first because of its subject content . Because of the 
impor tance of the subject content and the fact that only three 
agents said they were influenced to read a bulletitt. by its 
attractive cover. the value of dressing bulletin covers with expen-
sive color and illustrations to attract county agent readers is 
questionable . To entice agents to read station bulletins, most 
probably is accomplished by writing bulletins on topics of interest 
·to them. 
Analysis of Responses to Questi::>n Five 
Question five was: 
Which bulletin did you read through last? 
The times a bulletin was read last is shown in Table IX, page 
37. Covers of the five bulletins that tended to be read last by the 
agents were compared with covers of five bulletins that agents 
tended to read first. No significant difference bet-ween the covers 
of the five bulletins agents tended to read first and the five 
bulletins they tended to read last was found . Total nUL~ber of words 
in titles of the five bulletins agents tended to read first was 36, 
while the total for the five titles of bulletins agents tonded to 
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read last was 46 . Because length of titles varied considerably 
and th sample of titles was small, the difference of ten words 
is not significant as measured by the t test . 
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The average syllable length of words in titles of the five 
bulletins read first was 1. 89, while for titles of the five bulletin 
read last it was 1. 91. Obviously, the averages are not signifi-
cantly different. 
Anlysis or Responses to Question Six 
Question six was 1 
On the bulleti n you placed first , how important do you believe 
your educational background on the subject matter was in influencing 
your judgment? 
Check ones not important ____ 
slightly important _____ 
fairly important~ 
greatly important~ 
Before writing this question the author assumed that the 
educatioll8.l background on subjects might have some influence on 
the decisions of the agents . Question six was asked as an effort 
to obtain information as to the importance of the agents • educational 
background in making the comparisons of the bulletins . 
Twenty- eight agents checked that their educational background 
was "not important" in influencing thei r decis ions; 16 checked that 
it was "slightly important;" ten that it was 11fairly important," 
and one that it was ' greatly important. " 
It is apparent, at least f r om the viewpoint of agents , that 
educational background on the subject matter of the bul letins had 
little influence on their opinions about the understandability of 
bulletins. 
.Analysis of Responses to Question 7 and 7a 
Question seven was asked as another effor to determine what 
char acteristics of station bulletins make a bulletin most useful to 
agents . Ques tion seven was : 
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What five Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins (This 
excludes circulars and other publications without the prefix B before 
the identification number) have you found most useful in your work 
as an extension agent? 
Lit in order of usefulness . Most useful first. Second most 
useful seoond, and so on. -
Replies to question seven were usod to rank stati on bulletins 
according to frequency mentioned as "most useful . " Ma.tcy" agents , 
however, misunderstood the question and repl ied by giving titles 
of "most useful" extension circulars and other publications . The 
12 bulletins most frequently mentioned as "most useful" by the 
agents are l isted in Appendix C. 
The 12 bulletins that tile agents most often mentioned as 
'ino t useful" were publishc~ between the first of January 1954 and 
the last of December 1956. For comparison with these ttmost useful" 
bulletins , 12 bulletins were randomly selected from the group of 
bulletins published during this period whioh were not mentioned as 
"most useful" by the agents . The two gr oups of bulletins were com.-
pared for differences in quantity of tables, pages per bulletin, 
frequenoy of content tables, pictures and illustrations in the text 
of bulletins , syllable word length of cover page titles , Fl esch ttease 
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of reading". scores , number or heads and subheads, word length 
or heads a d subheads, ani frequency of' pictures or color on bulletin 
cover pages . Table X, page 42, shows the averages of these charac-
teristics in the bulletins for the two groups . For the detailed 
measurements of the characteristics and for computation of the aver-
ages see Appendix c. 
The most apparent difference between the t-wo groups of bulletins 
is that nine of' the bulletins in the ~ost useful n group have covers 
with pictures, illustrations or color, while only three of the bulle-
tins in the group not mentioned as "mo t useful" have pictures or 
color. About 40 percent (estimated from about 150 station bulletins 
published from 1950-1958) of the station bulletins are published 
with color or illustrations on their covers . The measureme17- t of 
this difference in covers of the two groups of' bulletins by the 
Chi Square was 3 . 0, which is significant between a 5 percent and 
10 percent level of confidence • 
.Another noted difference betvveen the two groups of bulletins is 
tba t th bulletins not mentioned as ttmost useful" by ihe agents 
contained longer heads and subheads . The difference between the 
average length of heads anG subheads in the bulle~ins not mentioned 
"most use:ful" and the bulletins mentioned "most useful" as measured 
by the t test was 3. 353. This t test score is significant within 
the 1 percent level of confidence. 
The titles o:f the bulletins not mentioned as "most useful" 
also tended to be longer. The difference in length of' titles , 
measured in terms of syllables, between the two groups or bulletins 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS IN BULLETINS nMOST USEFUL" 
WITH CHARACTERISTICS OF BULLETINS NOT 







of Character- ment of fioanoe 
is tic 1n 12 Bul-
letins "Most 
Useful'' 
istio in 12 Bul• Difference*** 
letins Not Men- **** 
tion d "Most 











Ease of Reading 
219 pages 
74 tables 




217 heads and 
subheads 
2. 9978 average 
word length 
of h --ds 
492 total of 
Flesch scores 
Color, pictures 9 total for 
and illustra- group 
tions on bulle-
tin covers 













t t t 
4. 4789 average 3. 353 
word length t test 
of head 
446 total of . 569 
Flesch scores t test 
3 total for 
group 
100 words for 
group 






144 total ninnber 202 total number 2 . 148 











•The difference between the two groups of 12 bulletins is obviously 
too small to be s ignifioant. ., 
**The significance is much less than 5% level of confidence. 
***The confidence levels of significance were obtained from tables 
in "Introduction to Experimental Method, " John C. Townsend, pp. 212, 213. 
****Computations for the measurements of differences are given 
in Appendix C. 
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provided at test score of 2. 148. which is significant within the 
5 percent level of confidenoe. The greater number of syllables 
in ti tlas of bulletins not mentioned as ttmo t useful" could be 
due to both a greater number of words and longer words in this group 
of' titles . 
Discussion of' Results of Question Seven 
The longer titles . heads and subheads in bulletins not men-
tioned "most useful 11 probably re ults from policy of the experiment 
station editori I staff to give longer titles to highly technical 
bulletins . Longer titles. which ,vould have less interest to layri1en. 
is one way of limiting distribution of the bulletins to persons who 
will make most use of them. li/ That the bulletins not mentioned 
'most useful" are more technical than the "most useful" group is 
also a reasonable explanation for why the "most useful" group has 
more pictures , color. and illustrations on the bulletin covers . The 
editorial staff also tends to put more pictures, illustrations, and 
color on bul letins intended for popular use. 
Si~ce the bulletin.s mentioned as "most useful" are less techni-
o l than the bulletins not mentioned "most useful. " apparently the 
technical nature of' a bulletjn affects its usefulness to county 
agents . 
The importan.oe of subject content in determining the usefulness 
of station bulletins also becomes apparent from observation of 
14This policy was commented on by Mr. George Church. Publ i cations 
Editor. Agricultural Information Services. Oklahoma State University. 
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differences in su"t>ject content of bulletins mentioned "most 
useful" by different agents . For example. in four questionnaires 
from the counties of Alfalfa. Beaver. Cimar ron. and Kingfisher. 
which are high in production of wheat, six of 20 bulletins mentioned 
as "most useful n were about wheat and none were about cotton, a 
crop of relatively lo production in these counties . Similarly, in 
two questionnaires from agents of the counties of Harmon and Beckham, 
whioh are high in the production of cotton and relatively lo in the 
production of wheat., five of ten bulletins mentioned "most ussf'ul" 
were about the production of cotton and only one about production of 
wheat . 
Replies to Question Seven When Agents ntioned 
Publications Other Than Bulletins 
Previously mentioned was the fact that many of the agents 
replied to question seven by giving titles to publications other 
than station bulletins . Fourteen agents made this error. The agents 
.. 
possibly did not completely read the question, for it is speoifio 
and differentiates between extension circulars and experinsnt station 
bulletins . Possibly some agents have an attitude that station 
bulletins are never "most useful . " Since this study concerns station 
bulletins no effort was made to compare circulars mentioned as 
"most useful" vti th circulars not mentioned as "most useful . " 
Analysis of Responses to Question Seven "att 
In designing a publication for a particular audience, information 
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on how the audience will uso the publication is helpful. For 
this reason part "a" was added to question seven. Pa.rt "a" was s 
How do you find these bulletins most useful in your work as 
an extension agent? 
The replies of the agents to part na.tt indicated that the following 
are important uses that agents make of bulletins mentioned "most 
usef'ul 1 
Number of Age~ts 








Use of Bull tins as 
Indicated by Agents 
Use to distribute to farmers and other persons 
interested in the subject of the bulletin. 
Use bulletins as per onal reference . 
Use bulletins to gain information on latest 
research developments . 
Use bulletins to obtain answers to local and 
sp oific farm probl 
Use bulletins wh n counseling with individuals 
or in group discussions 
Interpr t experimental results and conclusions 
of experiment into farming practices for 
farmers . 
Use bulletins for the preparation of radio 
talks and news rele es . 
Di eussion of Result of Part 'a" of Question Seven 
In general. the editorial policy of the station editorial staff 
has been to design bulletins so that they facilitate use by agents 
in most of the ays listed bove. However, tation bulletins are 
not published ur1.th the intention of Wide distribution to a farmer 
audience. 1.W 
15Mz.. Church concurs on this statement of policy. 
But, since 13 agents indicated that they distribute bulletins to 
farmars , apparently a considerable number of farmers are an 
audience for station bulletins . 
Discussion of Responses to Part "a" of Question Seven 
Vlhan Publications Other Than Bulletins 
Were Mentioned "Most Useful" 
Seven of the 14 agents who replied incorrectly to question 
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. s ven, part "an , indi'oated they handed out extension circulars to 
farmer and other persons interes t ed in having copies . Four of these 
agents indicated they used the circulars in discussion with indi-
viduals . Three agents indicated that they used the circulars for 
reference and background information • 
.Analys is of Responses to Question Eight 
Question eight, nno you have any comments?" was provided in 
the questionnaire ao that the agents could make remarks not yet 
prompted by the other questions . The agents comments to this 
question are diverse, but contain a number of useful suggestions 
for editors of bulletins . (Ses Appendix B) 
Again, some agents ' responses to this question were similar 
enough to be classified. Ten agents indicated they thought the 
bulletins should be more concise and to the point. Four agents 
commented that the bulletins they wanted were always out of print. 
Two agents mentioned that they needed latest research information 
sooner in order to compete with magazines and newspapers . 
Discussion of Agents' Comments to Question Eight 
In general the col1IlOO!nts and cri tioisms of agents :i:n reply to 
question eight show that apparently the bulletins often are written 
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v.ri th li ttla unders tan.ding or regard for the needs of the county agents., 
and also.• that county agents lack understanding 0£ the purpose for 
which station bulletins are published. Agents often believe station 
bulletins are intended for distribution to farmers, but the bulletin 
authors, to the eontrary, seam to write bulletins more often for the 
researcher tha.n the county agent. 
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CH.APTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE INTERVIEV{S 
As previously mentioned in Chapter I I the interview question-
naire (See Appendix A) was designed (1) to obtain more specific 
answers to "open" questions in the mail questionnaire. (2) to answer 
questions brought to attention from results of the mail questionnaire• 
and (3) to serve as a oheck on the results of the mail questionnaire . 
Each interview began by giving an agent 12 different bulletins 
to look at so he would know what type of publication the interview 
questions would be concerned with. The agents were not asked to 
read or compare these bulletins . However. some agents did use 
them in pointing out particular likes or dislikes of bulletins. If 
an agent did not understand a question as read to him, the inter-
viewer gave further explanation. 
Thirty-six interviews ere obtained with the extension agents . 
Sixteen were with county agents , 13 with assistant county agents , 
nd seven with associate agents . 
In analysis of most of the interview results. the different 
types of agents are considered as one group. The jobs of the three 
types of agents are similar, differing to some extent only in the 
public they work with . The county agent works with the publio as 
a whole . The assistant agent. however. has more contact with farm 
children and 4-H Club activities . The associate agent is more 
concerned with management problems of family farms that are in 
full- time operation.!§/ Any ignificant difference in the re-
sponses of the three types of agents are noted in the discussions 
of question results . 
The first questi on (See page 50) concerned the uses made of 
station bulletin by the county agents . This question was asked 
the agents as a check on the results of question seven "a" of the 
mail questionnaire • 
.Analysis of Responses to Question One 
The alternative uses of station bulletins listed in this 
question were obtained from the results of question seven "a. " 
Table XI . page 51. gives the results of this question. The total 
point scores in the table are a measure of tendency of agents to 
check that tha~ "7ary frequently" make a osrtain use of' ste.tion 
bulletins . The total point scores were obtained by alloting one 
point to a "use" each time an agent checked it 1•very frequently." 
two points to a use each time it was checked "frequently. " and 
three points each time checked "occasionally. " The lower the score, 
the greater the tendency of the agents to check "very frequently. rt 
As a measure of the importance of the uses agents make of 
station bulletins. the total point scores in Table XI provide about 
the same results as question seven "a" in the mail questionnaire. 
16oral statement by Errol Hunter, Assistant Director. Oklahoma 




1. In your· work as eount-,1 agent,. hov; often do you use 
&!feriment station bulletins 
a,, to help answer questions while talking. to individual fe.rmers 
about local agricultural problems: Check space below which seems 
most appropria. te :. 
bocasionally frequently very frequently -------- --~---- --------
h. as a basis f'or ~roup discussions with farmers and other 
occasionally frequently very frequently --~--~ ~~~~ ~-----
e.. as a ref'erenee for your personal use: 
. oeoasionally frequent.ly very frequently ~~---. ~~~-- ~~--~ 
d. to gain information on latest resaaroh results that 
farmers oa:o. put into practices 
____ occasionally---- frequently---- very frequently 
e. in preparation of :radio talks and news. releases: 
--~~--oeoasionally~~~~ fr0quently ---~~~ very frequently 
£. to distribute to people interested in the bulletins: 
oeca.siona.lly f'requently very frequently ~------ ~--~~ ------~ 
g. What w:las that you ni.ake of the bulletins are not covered 
by the categories above: 
How often: . occasionally frequently very frequently 
___. - ............ . 
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TABLE XI 
Letter 'l'i:mes 'l'imes Timeo Points for B0ing 'rcrtal 
Iden ti- Checked ChacI:::ed Chocked ChE:;cked: Point 
fication Occasion- Fre- Very Fre- Scores 
of_TJ,.se / ;tlly.. _/9,uent:ly~ fJ:c .. LFr::_9:..-:LV.li'r:oq./:;.. _ 
a .. 11 20 5 33 40 5 78 
b. 17 17 2 51 ~.i;4 2 87 
c. 3 19 14 9 38 H, 61 
d. 4 19 13 12 38 13 63 
a. 22 12 2 66 24 2 92 
r. 18 lS 5 54 26 5 85 
-*The total point scores are e. measure of' the tendency of' agents 
to ehack nvery f'roquen·blyn in regard to a use :made of station bulletins .. 
The uses are identified by the letters a, b,, o, Gitc. Ths lower th<) 
total point scores. tho greatar the t<1ndency of agents to check 
"very f'reque1rtlyn r1,:;1garding a use of s'!:;ation bulletins. 
'Measured by total 
order of im.pc1"bance ar0: c., M a ref\ire:uce for pe-i"sonal usa,; d .. 
to gain ini"orrIMi'tion on la:tes{:; rersearoh rEtsul ts 1<:rhile talking to 
ix1.dividual f'arw;.ers about local I..tgri~ulturs.l y;rroblems. and £. l,6 
by the 11ga:nt1J vtu:r/31, iu order of' rreqU.i:'Jn~y: use bulletiI:i;-s EUii ~ 
per.jOJ:t:ll rei"erence; u3e 'inrHet;ins ·to dis't:;ri"trute ho farme1·s and 
other 201 .. son,s :l11te1~f:11::.,t,ed i:u tho subjeet of the bttllet:tn; uso bull.e ... 
tins· {,t> rga:h"l :i.ru'Ol'ma,J;i;;.Kn o:c. latest. research l:hn1elopmant:J.; use 
ln,.lletilts to eibta.in answers 'to loel.\\.l 9.Ud speoifie farm quer::d;ions. 
In rehd;ion t;o the other u:;1es. resul·bs of question seven na ,r s.hoe10d 
'bh.e distri'butio.11 of bulletins to pecople as :more t.::1por,ba.nt to th9 
In any <~:.,.i,;e, 1che t•osul't;:; ot tho ~-,o questiol'.1.$ obviously lead to tha 
sfl.llle <icnolusio1w regarclir.1.g w.ha'i; im.port.J.n:t; uses agcints make of station 
In part r; of the first question oi' the intervi(l,{ qmi,stion:naire, 
only ~Ji~hi of:.' the 36 agex:rbs :intervier1ed n1entioned an e.dditional 
category of' aUS$1t that ,Ttigh.t have bean o.ddaci: to the qu~tion., Six 
or ;t;heso eigh't ware assistant county agents. T.he six assis"!:;arrb: 
agents :mer1.tior1ed they used bu.ll~tins in eom'lOct:ion with 4-n: Club 
To design station bulletins for. use in the sev'€,ra1 ways 
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f'req:ie:ntly mentioned by agents would be a difficult task. A bulle'l:;i:n, 
if desig;nad to be used for personal reference,. would probably contain 
co:nsid.erable detailed information. T:lut a bulletin designed for dis-
tribution to· the public probably would be a leaf'let type, ooritainin~ 
only essential information for solving specific farm problems. 
A bulhrbin. used for reference would need to have heads e.m:l. 
subheads., a table of conten'!:;s, a.11d index tables so tha·b cer·bai11 in.for ... 
:ma:tion could be easily found. However. the shorter bulletins designed 
for the public pro'bably need no·i, be so complete with aids f'or finding 
information. 
The various uses that agents :mentioned they make of bulletins 
creates a complex prob le-ill for bulletin authors and edi·bors. They 
must decide whether or not one bull,,rbi:n should be designed i"or one· 
particular use~ .several bullerbins should be designed for several uses, 
or one bulletin ;should be designed as a compromise :f.'m.- several uses. 
Analysis of' Responses to Question ~;;o 
Questions tw·o and one in the interview questio1maire obtained · 
about ~cha same inf'ormation. Ifuwever, questio11 011e is vrorded difi'e:r-
antly. It v,ras asked mainly to determine if this differen-t;ly worded 
question 1rronld grrt significar1.tly different r,:isults .. 
Question t1rro wa.s: 
In whe,t ttvo use.s mentioned hero lJhis refers to question oni/ ars 
experiment station. bulletins 1:aost helpful to you :Lu your wor·k? 
In. a11Swer:i.ng th:ls q1..:i.ostion .. 25 age:n'bs indicated usa d; 19 
indicated use c; ten usa a; seven use f; six use b;. t1Jro u.se e. and 
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tiiw uso g. Uses d, o, 1;1., tu1d i', v.rhioh ':,e1--u moist f:roquent;ly :montio11ed 
by agents m thiG quos·l.:101:1. \'101·0 the at1.BO :four 1,1n0z :mos·i:; f'reqn0utly 
men:tioned by agents in querition sGiven nc.,11 of· the mail que;.:rbio1111airo. 
They also -~1rere tl:i..a St<Jne four uses thD.·t. agontc most of·ben checked 
llvary f'r~quently11 in question one o:i~ ·l:;ho intarvie1:r questio:U!l.ai:ro. 
Qu.es tion ·l.;hrae 1-sas: 
lfo1,7 suppose today you had no axperim.e:ut station bulletin.s :i.1:1 
stock. That is. you' re oot!.pletaly out of station bulletins.. Wow, 
tor what tt"ro uses of s-t;a.td.011. bullati.11.s me;;1:!;;im10d h.er0 could you not 
find e;ood sv.bstitu·te publioa·bicwJ? 
Vij1en this question was raad to agents. they o:rtan h~d difficulty 
understanding it., and the into1~viawers h0.d to explain nora <.w.J1plet;ely 
1JJ11.at :i:t maa:n:'I'.;., Tho results of' this quest;:i.o:a 'i:7-S:1""1J <l:i.Jn:i.lar to t1wse 
1n quostio.n trro. T-ir;anty ... twm agents indicated d., 14 indicated c, 13 
indico.tad f., six indiontsd b., azi.d thr00 indicated e. lfo c..gen-hs m.o,d~3 
commeirbs for the miscellaneous catee;or;y· g. 
Discussion of Rosul ts of Question Throe 
'.l'he result-s of r:;p.re.'Jtio:u seven t1a 11 of the midl questionnaire 
r.rn.d ·the firs{, question of 'l.":he intervicm-v quast:ioxmaire did not 
differentiate between uses c and d in terms of' frequ,311oy :c:1entionad 
or tentfoncy of aga:rrcs to check ''"irery frequently." In gueHtio:n seven 
tta n n.ses e and d -rrere ·bot,h men·i.;iouad 13 timHs by the :::i.gants. !:a 
quest.ion one the total point score (See Tnble XI) fo~ used was 
63 and .for use c wa..i 61, iudioo:ting little d.iffsrenoo in. the ag_er1ts' 
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tendency to ch.eek "very .frequently" regarding a particular use of a 
bulletin. Hovmver, in questions tv,o and thr·ee of the intarviEnv 
questionnaire agents indicated thsi.t use d, "to gain infon,ation on 
latest research results that fa:rm.ers can put into praetice.'t w@.S 
most important to ·them. 
Analysis of Responses t;o Q,uastion.s Four and Five 
Questions four and f'ive were: 
4. What group of people receive the majority of the experiraant 
station bulletins which you distribute? 
£'arm.era: 
rural non-farmers: 
commercial dealers in 
agricultural equipment and products: 
5. if:That other groups receive the bulletins from you? 
Af'ter several agent,s had been intervie1.".red- th.e interviewers 
decided to gain :more complete in:f'orn1.a:bion to questions four and five 
by Qlso asking the agents which groups receive the second le.rgost 
number of "l.ha bulletins they distribut;e. 
Thirty-four or the 36 e..gen-t.s :tnterv:i.ewed said tha{; farmers 
receive the majority of the bulletins they distribute. Twenty-
five agents were asked the addi tiona.l quest ion ''Which group reeai ves 
the second largest number of bulletins distributed. by you? 11 Sixteen 
of the 25 agents replied that they dis·bribute "the second largest 
number of bulletins to rural non-farmers. 
Additional groups of people to ,vhom agents frequently 
mentioned they distributed bulletins v,rere: city people., local 4-H 
Club leaders, garden clubs, vocational agricuHmre teachers, govern-
ment officials, and high school libraries. The addi tiona.l group 
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most frequently :mentioned as receiving bulletius f'ro-m agen·bs was city 
people. Tvvelve o.f the 36 agents replying to question :f'iire mentioned 
city people. 
A frequent oormnent of agents about the bulletins distributed 
to o om.mere io.l dealers in agr foul tural equipment an.d products was th.6\!i; 
though the dealers consiate1rl:;ly obtain bulle·l;i:ns, they don't receive 
a large number because they are. :not a largo group. 
Discussion of' Results of Questions Four and Five 
As expected., £'armers are the group receiv:tng tha largest .nurriber 
of bulltrl;j.ns from agents. However, farmers are not the only group 
receiving station bulletins from agen'bs. 'l'ha agents distribute the 
bulletins to many other groups, ha.vi.ng dif.ferant ~Jdtteational back-
grounds and interests. Many people receiving bulleti:ns from. agents 
obviously are not members of the audience for which experiment station 
bulletins s..re intended. 
Analysis of Responses to Queat:ton Si~ 
Question six was: 
Ho.v do you distribute the experiment station bulletins to the 
people mant:i.onad above? /Jnis refers to questions four and five;J 
Check the appropriate, spaces: 
Plaee bulletins in d:i.splay rack where they are a:vailabla -..--
f.or people to take at their convenience. 
Hand the bulletins out; to perso11s who ask for inforrnatio:n ---
on subjects covered in the e~tpariment station bulletins. 
Give the bulletins .to persons who ask for a specific one. ---
By what other means do you distribute the erper:i:ment station 
bulletins? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~----~~~~ 
All bu'l'; one agent, an associate agent, checked that they 
distribute bulletins by ttplacing bulletins in display rack vihere 
th1c,y are e.vaile.ble f'or people to take at their co:nvenience. 0 All 
agents checked that they "ha:nd the bulle·hins out to persons who 
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ask :£'or information on subjects covered in the experiment station 
bulletins, 11 and figive ·the bulletins to :persons who ask f'or a specif'ic 
one.n 
'l'v.enty agents also mentioned that they distribute bulletins by 
:mail. Three of these 20 agents said that they keep a mailing list 
of persons they believe would ba interested in the bulletins. Three 
agents also said they mailed out bulletins af·l:;er receiving requests 
by phone. One agent :mentioned that he used 'bullet:tn inf.'ormation for 
a :monthly newsletter that he nailed to f'llrm £smilies. 
Fourteen agents said they m1,1.de bulletins available to farmers 
at group meetings. Three of the 14 agents mentioned making the 
bulletins available at 4-H Club meetins. 
Three agents co:a.u:nented that in addition to distributing bulletins 
by an offioe display rack, they sometimes use display racks in bimks, 
feed stores, or drugstores. One agent said that in. banks and feed-
stores he kept bulletin boards that had hooks on which he hung 
bulletins for people to take at their convenience . 
Analysis of Responses to Question Seven 
Question seven was z 
By which of the methods just mentioned /:fhis refers to question 
si~ do you distribute most of the experiment station bulletins ? 
Twelve agents said they distributed most of their bulletins by 
"handing the bulletins out to persons who ask for information on 
subjects covered in the experiment station bulletins . " Eleven 
agents said they distributed most of their bulletins by "placing 
bulletina in a display rack where they are available for people 
to take at their convenience . " One agent said he distributed most 
bulletins equally by display racks and handing them out to persons 
interested. One other agent said he distributed most bulletins 
to persons asking for specific bulletins . Two agents checked that 
they distributed bulletins equally through the three ways listed in 
question six. 
Six agents said they distributed most of their bulletins by 
mail• and three said they distributed most bulletins at meetings . 
Discussion of Results of Question Seven 
Display r acks are an important means that agents use for 
distribution of experiment station bulletins . If bulletin authors 
and editors were oonoerned with getting bulletins to the public 
through display racks . then piotures. illustrations and color on 
the covers of bulletins would no doubt be of oonsiderable value in 
attracting people ' s attention to bulletins . 
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Analysis o.f Responses 'co Question Eight 
In the last ques tio:o. ( Auy comm.ants?) of the mail ques t.ionnaire, 
four county agents replied that the bulletins ·they ·i,vanted were alv:rays 
unavailable because they were out of pri:nt. Question eight was asked 
the agents to determine to what extent lligents have difficulty obtain-
ing station bulletins. 
Question eight was: 
Do you haw dif'fioul ty obtaining; exper:unent station. bulletins 
that you need the most? If so, why have they been 
difficult to obtain? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Twenty-nine of the agen~s interviewed said they had no 
dif'fieul-hy obtaining r.d;ation ·bulletins they needed most. The ot;her 
seven said they did have difficulty. Four of' these seven mentioned 
that the bul113tins they could not get were out of print. flll"ee 
agents said they sometimes raeeive requests for new bulletins 
before they are sent copies. Agents replies to this question are 
given in detail in Appendix D. 
Discussion of ResuH;s of Question Eight 
l"ew agents seem to have difficulty obtaining; station bulletins. 
When they do, it is because they bulletins e.re out of print. Perhaps, 
if demand for bulletins were better determined. this problem vrould 
be entirely eliminated. 
Sometimes the agents do not receive the bulletins soon enough. 
Results of the mail questionnaire and previous questions in this 
que.stiomiaire shov.r that agents frequently depend on the station 
bulletins for the latest; research information. Perhaps a mimeographed 
publies:c:i,on . ., costing less and taking less ti:me to prepare., could 
provide the age1.1./cs vdth more timely research ini'orrJJ.ation. 
Analysis of' Responses to (,}uestion Mine 
Ques-t,ion nina., 1'l!Jhat particular bullat:i.ns 'Ghat. you•ve ne.eded 
have been difficult to o1Ybai.n?u received .few· repl:les. In question 
nine only seven lil..gants found ::d;a t:i.on bulletins d:i.:ffiouH; to 
obtain., and these seven remembered :f:6"0, titles of bulletins that were 
not available. 
Analysis or Responses to Question Ten 
Question ten., which ·was ni!'tlh~.t publication did you use to 
substi-l:mte for the experiment station bulletins t:hat vrnre ncd; a,rail-
able?n also did not :receive many replies. F'our of' the seven agents 
who had difficulty obtaining certain bulletins said they substituted 
wit;h e:x:te:nsio:n publications. Tvm agents said they had substituted 
with USD1\ bulletins and extentdo:n bulletins.. One ~gent said he 
substituted vrlth the USDA year book. 
Analysis of Responses to Questions 11 and 12 
Question 11 vms: 
Do you believe that color or illustrations on the covers of the 
experiment station bulletins ha,.re much influenc0 as 4.;o whet..her a 
person vrill take a bulletin f'rom you bulletin rack home w:i:bh him? 
Question 12 was; 
Do you believe that color or an illustration on a bulletin 
cover will s o.metimes be more important in dete:nnini."lg the overall 
demand for a bulletin than its subject content? 
Questions 11 and 12 were asked agents as an effort to obtain 
a.n indication of their attitude toward the use of pictures and 
illustrations on bulletin covers . 
Only one a.gent replied a definite ttno" to question 11 . The 35 
other agents replied with "yes" or an equivalent remark such as 
"I believe so. " Probably more significant than the 'yes" or "no" 
replies to this question are the additional comments that the 
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agents made . Fotn"teen agents made additional remarks such as "It 
gets them to look at them, it "they notice it quicker, n or "it attracts 
their attention. " 
To question 12, twenty-five agents replied with a "yes" or 
equivalent reply. Seven of these 25 agents indicated that they 
thought the subject content most important in determining the 
overall demand for a bulletin. Replies to question 11 and 12 
are given in Appendix D. 
Discussion of Results of Questions 11 and 12 
The agents apparently believe that pictures. illustrations, 
and color on covers of bulletins attract people's attention and that 
as a result these characteristics make bulletins more useful to 
agents in their work. T!lis conclusion is also indicated in the 
analysis of question seven of the mail questionnaire . 
As one might expect. the usefulness of a bulletin to 
county agents is determined in part by its subject content. Results 
of question seven i!l tha mail quastio:un1lire aaJ well as the opir.d.om 
of agents expressed in question 12 of' th.a intervie:-liv questionnaire 
indicate the importance of' subject content ·t;o us9i'Uln!&ss of fl. bul-
letin to 8.n agent • 
.Analysis t>f .Results of Question,'$ 13• 15 .. 11,, and 20 
Because of the similarity of quostio!liJ 13, 15, 17. and 20,, 
they are analyt.ed togother. These questions are: 
is. Do you find a table of oontents helpful in :making uoe 
of :information in station bulletius?-
oooasionally frequently very frequently ----
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15. Do you rind graphs help.:ful in making use of the information 
. in the experiment statio.n bulletins? (Explain de:finition of' graph) 
occasionally frequently very frequently ----
17. Do you find tables hslpf'ul in making use of the inf or.ma ·tion 
in experiment station bulletins? 
occasionally frequently very frequently ----
20. Do you find subheads helpful in making use of information 
:1n experiment station bulletins? 
oeoasionally frequently very frequently ------- ---~--
!able XII. page 63• shows total point scores for responses to 
· questions 1s. 15. 17., and 20. These scores were derived by the 
same proc-edura as ussd for the total point soor<,s :in Table XI. page 
51. The lav,er the total point scores. the :mo.re of'l;en aga:nta tended 
to oheok "very .fraquentlyu that a particmlar characteristic is 
helpful in ma.king use of the research_ information. 
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checik:od ii.'ller;ir f'reqm:m:tly, '1 tho t;o'c;c~l po:lnt 
oharactar:lstios of table of' oo:ntants. subheads, table'Js, and gra.phs 
v,ar& 58, 61, 82, and 87 respoctiwly. A conclusion that may be 
drawn .fram th.is data is th.at, from the vimvpoint of extension ~gents, 
tiAbla of oon-oonts and subhe~ds are mor@ helpful to agents in making 
uae of' information in station bulletins tho graphs or tables. 
Diseusaion of Results of Question 13, 15,, 17 and 20 
Results of the mail questionnail~e shovii that subheads and a 
table of contents in a bulletin, in the opinion of a,ents, help to 
:make bulletin information ea.s:ter to understand. Ci.& the other hand, 
agent.s f~equently com.plained that tables did not help to make bul-
letin information more understandable. 
Similarly, the analysis of intervle.1 questions lS, 15,- 11. and 
20 iudiea:be that agents "vary frequently" find subheads and table 
of contents helpful in making use of bulletin informa.tion. Graphs 
a.nd tablas they o:nly 1'oocasiona.lly" find helpful. 
Results or the interviews. however, indieate a less favorable 
attitude of agents toward graphs than did the mail questionnaire 
reaul ts. Nineteen agents cheeked that they found graphs helpful only 
ttoceasioually." Sixteen agents checked that they round tables 
helpful "oeeas1onally." In the .rn.ail questionnaire only tour of 37 
agents · indicated ineffecti va graphs made bulletins ••most difficult 
to unders-t,a.n.d." The reaml ts of the mail questiomiaire concerning 
graphs ar& PTObably of little si~ifioance since only five of the 
11 bulletins contained graphs. 
Though agents apparently do not look upon. graphs and tables with 
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great favor . the results indicate that they prefer tables to gx-aphs . 
Further analysis indicates that this is most apparent for the county 
agents and assistant oounty agents who were interviewed. 
Further Analysis of sponses to Questions 15 and 17 
The responses of th3 seven associate agents interview show 
that 'these agents differ .from county agents and assistant agents in 
their attitude toward graphs . Three of the associate county agents 
checked that they .found graphs helpful "very frequently. " and three 
checked that they found them helpful ".frequently. " Only one asso-
ciate agent checked "occasionally. " However , only one of the 29 
county agents and assistant agents interviewed checked "very fr~quently . " 
Ten of these agents checked "frequently, 11 and 18 checked "occasionally. " 
The favorable attitude of associate agents toward graphs tended 
to decrease the total point score for question 17. The responses of 
associate agents to question 11. which concerns tables , follows the 
pattern of' the other a.gents ' responses • . 
When the responses of associate agents are eliminated f'rom 
consideration in question 15 and 17, the assistant agents and county 
agent show a definite preference for tables to graphs in terms of 
"helpfulness in making use of the information in exper iment station 
bulletins?" The total point scores in Table XIII, page 66, illustr ate 
this preference . 
Discussion of Further Analysis of Questions 15 and 17 
Associate agents work uith whole family farm units and o.ften 
have to assist families in farm management problems . In preparation 
TABLE XIII 
RESP01:18ES OF COUNTY AGENTS AND ASSIST.ANT COUlffi AGENTS 
TO QUESTIONS 15 AtID 17 
Question Frequency Space 





Soares * of' Agents . . .· 
Respond~/ Ooe./ Freq./ .Y.Fraq./ Oec./ Freq./ 'fl.Freq./ 
Question 15 
County Agan ts 11 4 1 33 8 1 42 
Asst. Agents 7 6 0 21 12 0 33 
Total 75 
Question 17 
County Agents 6 1 3 18 14 3 35 
Asst. Agents 7 4 2 21 8 2 31 
'l:otal 66 
*comparison of to·till points of the agents (66 vs. 75) indie~ates 
a s:light preference of tables to graphs by the agents. 
£or thair type of'.work. associate agents often take :more courses 
in ta.rm :mamg«aent and agricultural economies tr.an assistant and 
ooun:ty agents)/!/ This difference in baokground might aocount for 
w}v these agents would be :more favorable tov:rard use of graphs than 
oou:nty ·· or assistant oounty agents. 
Ths:b agents actually profer tables to graphs is .probably 
' . 
questionable; nevertheless,,. agents as a group, do not 1ivery 
frequently' :find graphs and tables helpful in making nsa o:f bulletin 
information. Some or the agents' complaints in questions 16 and 19 
provide a fei.v suggestions as to vihy agen·l;s do not often find graphs 
and tables helpful. 
Analysis of Responses to Qu1stion.~ 16 and 19 
Do you have any suggestions for improving graphs m experiment 
station bulletins? ------~--------~--~--~~----------------
Question 19 was: 
Would you prefer t11at information presented in t~bles be presented 
in a different way? (i.e., gr"aphs. pictures, explanation) ----
Do you have an:, suggestions for improving tablas? -----
Nineteen of the agents did not ofter suggestions for i."'llprovem.&nt 
of g:L*apha,. Four of the agents v.rho did ms.ke suggeations said ·that 
graphs should be made simpler. Three agents commented that explana-
tione or the graphs were not adequate. Two agents said color added 
l'loral statement by Mr. E. K. I.we, .Assistant Diroctor, Oklahoma 
Extension Service. 
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to graphs would help •. Two other agents said that cartoons or 
illustrations in graphs would be helpful. Oth,e.r comments made by 
agants were, .nNead to be about one subjaot; 0 ttdesign so that they 
wiii bs easy for newspapers to duplicateJ" e'loeate near explanation;tt 
ttavoid real technioal tar.ms in graphs;" "lines a:t,e confusing at 
times/•· All agents' oomment.s on. quostion· 16 are in Appendix n. 
Only three agents did not re,ply to question 19. Fourteen. of 
the agents said they did :0.01:i necessarily prefer graphs, pictures, or 
explanatory :m.ateriAl to tables, ~ut six of the 14 did offer sugges-
tions for improving tables. Four of these six agents ind:1.oatod thoy 
thought that the explanations o.f tables often were not adequate. 
Two said tM t :tables shm.llld ba s im.pler; to quou one agent. 11 :t prefer 
more tables with less mf'ormation per table." 
Fourteen agents 11t11svrered "yes" or equival&D.t to tb.a .firat part 
of question 19~ Five .or these 14 indios..ted that t.hey would prsfer 
graphs to tab lea. Soven agents indicated a p:raferonee tor pictures. 
Six agents iudioated they thought more explWJ.atio:n would be·be'ttt1r 
than having so many tables• 
Five agents did not indicate ~ preferenoe, but made gener~l 
statements.. Sueb. comments were: t 1Take more room; wri.te .for .famarsJtt 
nit Y.rould. be looked over mora thorou~hly if it had more grapl1s,. pie .. 
'tures, 1:W,d explanationJ 11 0 haW trouble Sometimes :b:J. :followi,ng line 
· across page and in getting columns ;;rtraight,;" "table or graph is 
set up without enough e:xplane.:tion, · a.:nd sometimes: other readers don't 
pay :i;iuah a.ttllJltion to these. 9 
Discussion of Result of Questions 16 and 19 
Many of the complaints and suggestion t hat agents m de 1n 
answering questions 16 and 19 are the same as those m de by agents 
replying to questions 2, 2a and 3, 3a of the mail ~uestionnaire . 
However, replies to questions 16 and 19 are more g neral than the 
similar responses in the mail que tionnaire . Results of these four 
questions shaw that ppar ntly large number of the agents think 
graphs and tables should be simpler, better explained, and more 
appropriately looa.ted 1n bulletins . 
lysis of Responses to Question 14 
Question 14 was 1 
Where do you prefer that a table of contents be located in 
a bulletin? (Show locations) 
At the back of the cover on the second page. ----
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On about the third or fourth p ge just after the preface . ----
On the outside page at the very back of the bulletins . ----
While asking the agents this question the interviewers shoi~ d 
them the three locations where in the past content tables have been 
placed in bulletins . · Twenty-seven gents said that they preferr d 
to have a table of content "at the back of the cover on tho second 
page . Four agents preferred to have a tab.le of contents "on about 
the third or fourth page just after the pref ca . " One agent said h 
would prefer to have the content table "on the outside page at the 
very back of the bulletin. " Three other agents expressed no opinion, 
and one other said ~just follow a standard procedure . " 
The usual location for content tables in Oklahoma statiou 
bulltStins is at the back of the cover on the sec~m1d page. ProtHibly 
tb.e :major reason ae;e:rJ.ts indicated they preferred to have a ,}ont,mt 
table loca:l:;ed on the seco:nd page is that by habit that is where 
they expect to find it • 
. A;ne.lysili'l of Responses -ho Question 18 
Question 18 was: 
Royir often do you read infor:m~.tion that is in table form? 
__ occasio11ally ___ frequently ____ very frequently 
Fii'teen of tha age:ttts checked "oecasio:nally, u 13 check{l)d 
0 frequently, 1~ au.d five checked "very f'requently. 11 Tvrn agents said 
they read table in.formation as it is needed. One a.gent said he 
scamied tables and read for comparisons. 
The results of' question, 18 probiably mean t.ha:b agents do :not 
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pay muoh attention ·bo a lot of information, that is placed in tables. 
Aualys is of' Respo:ns es to Q;ue,1rbion 21 
The number of subhes.ds on a page of a.n experiment s·tation 
bulle'cin ranges from as many a.s none to at least five. It would be 
possible to have a subhead for each pare,graph. How many do a.gents 
prefer? To deter-mine if' agents have any prei'erem.ce 1.1:s to ntim.bor of 
stibhet1ds per page, they were asked question 21. 
Question 21 was: 
On the average. how many subheads per page of written copy do 
you believe should appear in an experiment station bulletin?. 
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Six agents said they would like from ti.vo to three subheads per 
page of written copy. Four agents said they preferred two per page. 
One agent preferred three subheads, and two agents said they would 
like to have four subheads per page. Two agents said they would 
like from three to four subheads per page. The other agents respond-
ing did not comm.it themselves to the preference of an set number, 
but made such comments as 11no set number, n ttas many a.s convenient, n 
n if it covers information, n °minimum. of two' lots of whi ta space, n 
"would say keep to :minimum, n. etc. 
The agents did not show much of a trend in preference as to 
number of subheads. A cOmpromise that would probably satisfy most 
·agents would be about three subheads per page of written copy. 
Analysis of Responses to Question 22 
Question 22 was i 
Do you find the language used in the experiment station bulletins 
suf£ieiently easy to understand? 
occasionally frequentl~ very frequently ----
Three agents checked that they "oecasionally11 found bulletins 
sufficiently easy to understand. Twenty-four agents checked 
"f'requently." Six ehacked ttvary frequently/• Remarks 0£ the other 
three agents were ttno problem with it,." nmore frequently hard to 
understand.''. and "frequently find them hard to understand from the 
standpoint of the f'a.nner. 11 
Discussion of Results of Question 22 
In replying to this question most of the agents checked the 
middl choice, "frequently. " Apparently, then, agents do not find 
the bulletins too difficult to understand. However, many agents 
may have checked "frequently" because they felt if they had 
indicated the bulletins ere difficult to understand by checking 
"occasionally, " they would be admitting their ignorance. The 
results of question 23, though, tend to indicate that this latter 
conclusion is incorrect. 
Analysis of Responses to Question 23 
Question 23 was : 
Do you have any particular criticism about the writing in the 
experiment station bulletins? 
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Seventeen agents had no particular criticisms to make about the 
written language in experiment station bulletins . Eight agents who 
did criticize made connnents to the effect that they thought station 
bulletins were too technical or too long for the farm.er to use the 
information. Eleven agents criticized the language without refer-
ring to farmers . Four of these eleven said bulletins were too 
long, and two said bulletins should be simpler. The two other agents 
made remarks that were too vague to analyze . 
Discussion of Results of Question 23 
Seventeen agents made no particular criticisms of the written 
language in stati on bulletins . Eight of the agents who did criticize, 
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did so in terms of v.rhat; makes bullet:u1s :more presentable ·~o farmers. 
Probably, if agents thought the written language was too difficult 
to understand, ·they w.ould have made more criticisms of the writ'l,an 
lnnguai:,"'e. In the :mail questiom.i.a.ira the comments by agents about 
tables showed that agents could be critical if. they thought it 
justi:f'ied. 
.Analysi~ of Responses to Question 24 
Question 24 vfas: 
Do you have any particular comments or criticisms about: 
SUL'!lna:ries in bulletins: (Their location--near the back or 
front) introduction: tables: -------
(location of tables) graphs: --~~-- ~~~~ 
Question 24 was "open" and produced a varie·ty of comments from 
the agents. Because the agents raponses to question 24 were so 
general and various., lit,tle effort was ms.de to. classify them. 
Thirteen of the agents made no comments in rogard to suimnarie.s; 
however, most of the agonts did indicate a praf'erence in location of 
a su...wt1ary. Twenty-three agents indicated they preferred the summary 
a:t; the baok of' a bulletin~ Eight agents said they preferred the 
summary at the front. The agents who commented tfbout summaries, 
generally indicated that they thought a summc,ry was important to 
a bullet:i.11 ~ 
Smne agents thought a good in:troduction was needed in a 
bulletin. Other ui~;cixi.t.a indicated they paid lit'i;le atten:tion to the 
introduction of a bulletin. Eight age11ts did qomen·t about introductions. 
Generally the agents though·t more pictures were needed in 
bulletins if ·l;h.e piotur®s are connected with the subject i:nattei-. 
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The co:;muants agents made about t1ol.bles e.nd graphs ware usually the 
same as made in previous: questions. Agents said tables .aml graphs 
should be si:mplsr. more adequately explained, nourer to expb.nation. 
etc. 
Question 25 
Question 25 was nA:n.y other comr1ents you vwuld like to :ma.lee?« 
The additional comments the agents made are mostly repe'l:;itious o:f.' 
co11unents 1n,9,da. to previous questions. Some agents, however, mentioned 
speoific problems ·bhey have v:ith bulletins. No attempt was mada 
to classify ·bhe a.gents' co:mments to ·bh.is qv..estior1.. All comments 
to this question are located in Appendix D. 
CHAPTER V 
SUM.llARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The usefulness of a station bulletin has been defined as its 
ability to provide information helpful to the agent in his job as 
counselor to rural people on agricultural problem.s . No doubt many 
of the agents had the farmer in mind when answering questions in 
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the mail questionnaire and during the interviews . In many instances , 
agents probably find that for information to be understandable and 
helpful to them, it must also be helpful and understandable to the 
farmer . The questions that gents ask and have to answer are 
usually questions that farmers might ask, not questions tha.t the 
researcher might ask. Many criticisms that agents made about 
bulletins probably accrued f'rom the tendency of bulletin authors to 
write for other researchers rather than for county agents . 
Conclusions 
1. Although bulletins may have effective tables, or have 
language easy to understand, or be concise and to the point, agents 
find that these characteristics in station bulletins are too often 
ineffective or lacking. Agents find the tables . in particular, more 
often than not are ineffective in making a bulletin easy to under-
s tand. On the other hand, the agents have relatively few complaints 
'lS 
i11 bulletin,s. 
2. The most frequent reasons agents give for tm:bles being 
ineffective in ml5l.ki:ug bulletin info:rma:tion 1.,mdersta:adal:>la and w~1eful 
are: (1) Bulletins contai11 'boo many tablos. (2) Text of' bulle·c;ins 
contains too :many raf'erences ·to tables. (3) Tables are not aocom-
panied with sufficient explaw,d;ion. (4) Tablas contain too many 
figures. (5) Tables are not conveniently located near oxplanatio:us. 
3~ Jtgentz do not necessarily p:refer gr11phs to tables. Agents 
£'ind thed:; gre.phs also have a :nurn.ber of f'aul ts. Graphs a:re s ametiu1as 
complex, conta:lning too many lines. Like for tables, graphs of'ten 
receive.a i:nadequate explanation. Agents believe that cartt,ons and 
illustrations added to graphs woula. help :make bulletin inf'or:ma:l;ion 
mo.re useful. 
4. Agents find a content table and rn.i.bheads more helpful i:u 
making usaf of bulletin inf'o.rmation than tiibles or graphs. 
5. Agents often do no-b £ind the vrri tten copy in station bulletins 
particularly diff'icult to m1derstand. However, the writ'l,e11 copy 
sometimes contains too 11113.ny technical terms. The agents 0om.p1ai11. 
that the written copy in bulletins is o:i':'ten too tachrlioe.1 for farmers. 
6. The three most frequent nud. important uses t,hat agents make 
of' station bulletins are: (1) as persono.l references f'cr bt1.ckg;round 
i11formnstion~ (2) to obtain informnt;ion o:n late,rt rese11;.rch develop-
ments, and (3) to distribu'.t;e to people interested in the l.mlletins. 
1. To des ig;n bulletins for th0 three 1.mer~ most; f'requently mada 
of them by s:,gents would be difficult. A bulletin for agents to use 
primarily for personal reference would be different from one 
designed for distribution to the public . 
s. The bulletins agents find most useful in their work more 
frequently have color, pictures, or illustrations on their covers 
than other bulletins . The most useful bulletins tend to be about 
less technical subjects than other bulle tins . 
9 . Agents believe that color, illustrations, and pictures on 
covers of bulletins are important in attracting people's attention 
to bulletins . However, they also believe that subject content is 
most important for the overall demand of bulletins . 
10. Agents sometimes have difficulty obtaining station bulle-
tins lvhen they need them, but for most agents this is usually a 
minor problem. Agents would find it more convenient, though, if 
they could receive latest research information sooner . 
11. According to the opinion of agents , the subject content 
of a bulletin is the most important factor in datermining which of 
several bulletins they will read first . 
12. Agents prefer to have the content table of a bulletin on 
the second page . 
13. Agents prefer to have about three subheads per page of 
words in a. bulletin. 
1~. Agents distribute most station bulletins through the use 
of display racks and by handing them out to persons seeking infor-
mation on a subject covered in a bulletin. Some gents distribute 
most of their station bulletins by use of mailing lists, or by 




16. Farmers reoei1.re the larg;est number of ·'bhe 1:mllatins .r11hich 
agen,Gs distribute. However., a large q1.u:mtity of: bulletins is dis-
·'c;rilmted to oi 'Gy people end rural non-farmers. 
Comparison o:E' Co:nelusio:ns of Oklahoma Study with 
Conclusi.o:ns of' Previous Research 
listed in Chapt-ar I are simile.r. to those of th.is study.. Fo:r e:xanrpla, 
changes were :mzi.de in bulletins they should. be made i:l ::lllrplar and shor·ter. n 
a des ire to h@nre bulletins rn cone is e and to the point/' 
bulletins to people :mak:ing calls at; agents' o:f.'ficf9s §;ind to those 
they passed out a fairly large :rtu:m.ber of' bulletil1s at :meet:i.ngs. 
ject, 11 and that 11 they stimulate interest in ·the subject dise:mssed. 11 
Oklahoma nge:n:t!:l indioatfJd th0tt they belie"v--ed color., illustrc:bions., 





SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON OKLAHOMA 
EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETINS 
In Chapter I i t is stated that the primary medium for reporting 
original experiment station research has been the station bulletin. 
in using these bulletins for communication. three basic problems 
xist s (1) · Distribution of the information into the hands of people 
who ill use it . (2) Presenting bulletin information in a way in 
which the audience for which it is intended can nnke the most use 
of it . (3) Presenting information in the bulletins on subjects 
which are of inters t and importance to the audience for,; hioh the 
bulletins are intended. 1§/ 
So far , no detailed investigation has been nade of distribution 
problems of Oklahoma station bulletins . Problems of distribution 
should be an important concern for future research on Oklahom bulle-
tins . The first step in such a study would be simply to describe 
what the distribution problems of Oklahoma station bulletins re . 
Two_questions about distribution that come to the author ' s mind are t 
(1) By what criterion should it be decided who is to receive station 
bulletins? Is the present criterion sufficient, or could a more ade-
quate criterion. developed from knowledge of the r aders ' needs and 
18Mr. George Church, Agricultural Publioatioft Editor, concurs 
on this outline of the three problems . 
background, be made? (2) Who are all the unknown recipients 
of station bulletins , and how many bulletins are distributed 
to this unknown audience . 
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A study of "how to present information in a way in which the 
audience for which it is intended can make most use of it" would 
naturally concern techniques of presenting information in bulle-
tins . The study or these techniques would involve further study or 
bulletin characteristics . A few questions to answer would be t What 
a.re the best type or tables or graphs? What are the best type of 
pictures? Should pictures be colored? Are colored pictures worth 
the extra cost? Questions of lesser importance might concern what 
type of content tables or subheads to use. 
An important part of the question of how to present information 
in bulletins is the question of "how to write information in station 
bulletins so that it is understandable to the audience for which it 
is intended. " To answer this question, one must first determine what 
criterion for understandability or comprehension should be used. 
Perhaps a group of people could be given written passages to readJ 
then, after reading them they could be asked questions about infor-
mation in the passages . Their ability to answer the questions could 
be used to rate the passages according to understandability. 
Assuming that the ability of a reader to remember material just 
read is in part determined by the way the material is written, a 
criterion might be developed by measuring the ability of people to 
recall words among a list of words as being words that appeared in 
a passage just read. If the readers remember the material they just 
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vn·i t·t;e:a passc,ges d:i.f'fioul t to underi::d,and,. 
Another criterion of u.ndarstundability might be a test of' 
readers 1 abili·by -co replace :raissing; words deleted from ~. w,."itten 
passe.e;a they just rellH:l. A group of' s'bude1xbs might he asked ·ho :re~d 
a Vll"i·bteu pa_s sage for i.thou{; ten :minutes. After reading the pa,:1 saga• 
t;he readers might be usk:ed to fill in the missing words deleted f'1•om 
another copy of: the passe,ge. · Ability of readers to :rill in the miss-
ing words eould. be used as a men.cure of unders·ca.nda.bilH;y. 
miglrc; be f'ollcr,'J'1,H.t up by s i:milar studies of' other seg;m.outs of' the 
s.udienee for station lmlled;ins. Voov,tional a.g;ri0ultural t0a0h0rs 
a.re e .. group that could be easily studied in ·thhi :mam10r.. Such 
the cuidience oi" a tat ion bullei:; ins. 
Ini'or:mation about; agriouHiural subjec{;s of' interest a.mi inrportuncca 
·l:;o -the audience of $-ba-1:,ion bulle-t:lns would 1)e usef'ul in deta:r:n.1ini:ng 
YJho should receitte bulletins on a particular si1.bject. Home hit;hly 
technical bulleti:1.s about reiH:)9.rch probably need :not evei• bo ser:rb 
to county ageni:;s. Ini'orm.1.1·1:;ion ol' subje(d;s of interest and i111portance 
to the audience of bulletins vrnuld prob&i.hly have little aff'ec-1:; en. 
the subject con:bent of' 'bulla'ti11s. Such in:i:orm&fcion could af':f'ecd:; 
s1.ibjec·b content of bulletins only to the exte1Tt th2.t it could &f'faet 
station poli,1:y- as to the type of' rer::i;:iaroh 'GO b$ dona. 
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APPENDIX A 
Appendix A oontains copies of all the letters sent to the 
county agents , the questionnaire they were requested to complete 
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OKLAHOMA 
AGRICULTURAL A"\IJD l\[fi..;CIL4liJICAL COLLEGE 
November 5, 195'7 
Dear : -----
The expe:.ri:ment station wishes to try the a:btached questiomi.aire 
on about five 001.mty agents before sending it to others. The infor-
mation obtained will be holpf'ul in improving Extension Servlee publi-
cations o.s ~~wall as those of the experi:m.ent s ta:bion. I thought you 
migh'I; be willing to help by completing the questionnaire tllld making 
any oorrunen.ts you think would be appropriate. 
Very sincerely yours, 
Edd Lemons 
Head, Agr Inf Services 
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oull,rbin Ur1..:k1r,s 'b,;,,nd.obi11.tv £:urvov __ ....,,,. ,.,,.-~~ ~~=,,..>.-==~~~~ ...,._,_,,...,.~ 
ltgrici1l·ti1rs~l E!xper:lrne11~~ S·ta~tio11 Pu'b1icat:ious 
Di"ir:i.s ion of' Pur,lic 
( Ros e0.rch Pr·o je ct 990) 
Dear County Agent: 
We need your help in g0"bt:u1.g answers to 11 few questions about 
tion in agricul turul experiment station. bullotins -t;o oi'i'-farm lead.ere 
such rls extension agan:bs and vocational agri.cultur('J instructors has 
confronted us :!'or nom.e time. Many a11sw<~rs have ·t,ee:u c;ivo.:n., but far:r 
l!iJi th your help., rui.d ths:l:; of otlwr members of the of.f'-far.rn lae..der 
this question. As a first atop in this project., v,e wish to hv.va you 
lity. 
To begin., recid throu10h eetch of the bulletins enclosed viri th this 
questdonnaire. While read:ing., competra the bnllotinn c',ccording ·!::io 
vuhich presents infor.ma:bion so it is rnos -l'; unders tandabla to yon. '1:hon• 
answer ·bhe questions on the following page, but read through all three 
l:mlle·t:;:i.11s f5.rst. 
lo Rate the threo bulletins e.,ccor<.U.11g to which presents infor-
mation the easiest way for you to ur1derstand. 
a. The bulletin prosenting information so it is easiest to 
understand is : 
(title) 
b. The bulletin presenting information so it is second 
easiest to understand is : 
(title} 
o. The bulletin presenting :Lnforma:tion so it is the mos·!:: 
difficult to understand is: 
(tith) 
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2. VJ'hat particule..r parts of tha bulletin you rated in first pluee 
do you consider most affective in making the in.formation u..nders"bM.dable? 
a. Why do you believe these parts were most effacti ve in 
making the information understandable? 
3. 'U'J}wd; partioular parts of the bulletin you rated in last place 
do you consider most inaf£ectiv~ in making the information understand• 
able? 
a. Why do you believe these parts were ineff'ective i:n making 
the inf'or:mation u.nderstandt".ble? 
4. Which bulletin did you read through first? 
(title) 
a. Was there any specific :reason that you read through this 
bulletin first? Explain. 
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6. 011 tha bulletdn you placed first, how importa..11t do you belieYe 
your background on the subject mEttter VU"as in influencing your judgment? 
Check one: not important fairly ir.,rporta.n.t _ 
slightly important;__ groe:Uy important 
7. v1!hat five agricul tvral experime:a:t station bulletins have you. 
found most useful in your 1:mrk evJ :an extension agent? 
Li::d:; in order of usefulness. Most useful first. Second ,nost 




4. i!:J tle) 
5. (title) 
8. Do you have in mind any agricultural experiment s ted;:i.on 
bull,,rtins especially difficult to understand? Give tH;les; 
9. Do you have any o cm.men ts ? 
llf'ter you have s.:nswered i;he questions as boet you ean6 please 
put ·!;his questionnaire and the three bullet:1ns in the return envelopa 
and .forvva.rd to tho Division of Public Inf'or:mation, Project 990., 
Oklahoma Sts.te University, Stillwater., Oklahoma. 
December 3., 1957 
Dear : -----
Wa will appreciate your helping us on an important projoct in 
publications study. ltli.11 you please fill out the attached question-
naire and reimrn it in the enclosed envelope addressed to George 
Church, Division of Pu'blic Inf'orraation, Oklahoma Stat$ University. 
Copies of this questionnaire are going to a limited number of 
agent.s, with each agent looking over only three Expe,riment S·tation 
bulietins. !ifGst of th& agents we contact will be giiren different 
bulletins., so it is Lilporta:at that' lVa have your oorrim.sn·l;;s on the 
three which you receive. 
These bulletins are being studied for understandabili1;y., e.nd 
we will eertaintly appreciate your careful study and frank opinions 
on those you receive. 'fhe attached questionnaire has been prepared 
to help you list your answers. 
Very truly yours.· 
Ernest K. Lowe 
Assistant Director 
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Bulletin Understandability Survey 
Agricmltural Experiment Station Publications 
Division of Public Information 
(Research Projeot 990) 
Dear County Agent: 
We need your help in getting answers to a few questions about 
experiment station bulletins• 
As a county agent, you have had ·t;o handle the problem of' 
translating experiment station information into terms a farmer can 
use. But first, experiment station information must "be translated 
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in terms understandable to you. The question of hovt best to present 
information in agrieul tural experiment station bulletins to off-tann 
leaders such as extension agents and vocational agriculture instructors 
has confronted us for some time. Many answers have been given, bu~ 
f'3W' based on objective evidence. 
With yow· help, and the.t of other members of ·the of'f-i'ann. leader 
audience, we are searching for better and more objective answers to 
this question. As a f':i.rst step in this project, wa wish to have you 
rate these bulle~Gins according to your _judgment on their understand-
abi.lity. 
To begin, read through each of the bulletins enclosed vn th this 
questionnaire. While reading, compare the bulletins according to 
which presents information so it is most understa..11dable to you.. Then, 
answer the questions 011 the following pages, but i~c,,,~.;1 through all 
th.re-a bulletins first. 
Sineerely yours, 
Geo:rga Church 
Editor, Agr Inf Services 
1. Rate the ll1ree bulletins 12,ecording to which presents 
information ·bh.e easiest way f'or you to understand. .. 
a. The bulletin presenting; informs:tio:n so it is easies,c to 
u:;,t1ders tand is: 
b. The bulletin presenting inf'or.mation so it is second 
easiest to lmdersta.nd is: 
(title) 
o. The bulletin presenting; informa tio:u so it is the most; 
difficult to understand is: 
~------·· ------~~"-· --
2. 1ivhRt particular parts of the bulletin you rated in first 
place do you consider most effective in making the information 
v.nde1·standablo? 
----·----·---=----
a. 1i1Jhy do you believe tht1co pS1rts ·ft.rare :m.ost; ef:fec:tive in 
m,-:t1rh,[s U1.e :lnformatio11 u.ndcrstsu::.dable'i' 
3. What partioula:t· parts c,f the ·bulletin you. rated in las"l, 





a. Vi11y do you believe these parts were i:t1.ef'fective in making 
the information understandable? 
--------------
4. Which bulletin did you r.ead throur;h f'irst? 
(title) 
a. Was there any specific reason that you read through this 
bulletin first? Explain. 
5. Which bulletin did you read through last? 
( title) 
6. On the bulletin you placed first, how important do you 
believe your educational background on the subject matter was in 
influencing your judgment? 
Ch.eek One: 
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no'!:; important _ 
slightly important ·-
fairly important _ 
greatly important_ 
7.. What five Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins (This 
excludes Circulars and other publioations without the prefix B before 
their identification number) have you found useful in your work as an 
extension agent? 
List in order of usefulness. Most useful first. Second 





{title} 5 ••. 
a. Hm-7 do you find these bulletins most usef"ul in your work 
as an axtens ion agent? 
Attsr you ta:w answered the ques t:t.ou as best you ®~ please put 
this questiO!l.svmiro in the r:aturn envelope and :forward to the D!:trisi°"n 
of Publio We-r:mation~ Projeet 99(}, Oklahcn.a S~te Uti~rsity. 
Stillw1Jtt.tt!'• Oklali~. 
Yoi:. proba.lily remem1ler tJie quo.:rt.io&~~i:etJ rJn .m0.21"'3tandabi1i·rry of 
exr,,or:1:mn,xt t,r':.c1t;ion l:n1ll~tius th:t. t ·rm3 ;:Je,11t t.o :rct,,lt .. oi'tic~ .s,~'V'~ral ueoks 
azo.., '!ha r~~nil t..i:; of' the ,1uesticr.m.airs• if' I o;;·;,;r 15et. thr;iri all rett1.t·nedf 
will "bti 1,1sad. f'or ~ :~i,ister 's thesis i11 ~ddition to b9i..W,5 puhlbhErui for 
the ·ooEtefi:t of .crbher laud {f.1•ru1-t; oolle;;,"Ki,. So f'r>,l"111 :ztll tr.tS quastioJ:ing,ires 
bttt tw-o haw b~e:r.,. :re.tur.nod. If you stil.l hti~ c;. OO'f."Y or t;};,1:> qoosM.on-
ru::i.ire iU'ound ym:.r ctf'f'ioa. I 1 d tn.1ra a9prociute .l"f)'Oei;uiug it. .. 
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February 25, 1958 
Wle 1.'Jish to express our appreciation to you for completing and 
returning the questionnaire on the understandability of experiment 
station bulletins. All i'if'ty-five of the questionnaires sent to county 
agents have been returned, and we are presently analyzing the data. The 
information obtained from these ques tiormaires will be of considerable 
hel:p to· ~xperiment station authors in providing you ·with better bulletins. 
Again, 'i'ie wish. to say that your time and eff'ort spent on the question-
naire was very much appreciated. 
Cordially yours, 
George F. Church 
Editor, Agri. Information 
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QUESTIOliJNAIRE FOR SURVl<;Y 
OF UI'l'DERSTA.NDABILITY AWD USEFULl\JESS 
OF' EXPER!i\£LENT STATION BULLETHlS 
LOCATIOt.i OF l1.GEWT 1 S OFFICE: 
RB.AD 'l'O AGENT: 
receivin.g one. V:lhat I have here is a:uother questionnaire which is a, 
follow-up on the results of.' the one sen·!:; out last December. 
This queatio1maire is concerned only with experiment station 
bulletins. I have hare several copies of di:fferent bulletins we have 
a B1 indicating that it is a bulletin as distinguished from leaflets. 
c1:eculars1 and various :miscellaneous publications. 
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station. bullet.ins~ ~--"""""' ~-,-~,.,.-.-
a.,. 
a'bout local ag:r ioul turBJ. prohle:ms, 
d. t.o ili.:f.or111rttion 011 lat?~)o-t res0arcl1 .re~~u1ts th.s\t far1t1ers 
can p1.rb :l:n:co practice t 
(h in the preparv.t;i.on of :radio talks e.nd news releases t 
~--.. ---~ occastonally 
f'. to distribute t;o people ic"'lterested in the bulletir.w: 
oocas :i.onallv f':requentl Y __, __ ..,.. ,..,, _________ ... ..i. "" 
g. nso.s: ·i.;h.o/G you make cf' the b,tllr,:,t;:1.n.Ei /'.l,i!'.'0 not ccnrereid 
'by the Ct\togories al'ove: 
Ho1i.r oi'ten: occasicn1a11v froc:mentl:r vor-y; :.t"'raque:ircl·y-
~ v • ...--.-.. ,. .,._ t. 
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Read to a1;:en-l.; as he receives question. one: ~----~~---------"~-.... -~ 
'l'hii:l f'irs t ques tio11 here is about the uses madft'J of' axperim.ent 
sta·bion bulletins. I would like for you to read through all the 
parts of the question before trying to answ<~r it. I' 11 be glad 
to answer any questio:us yon might have about ''Ghe question. Re:me:mber 
:L.11 answe:dng the quesd:;ion, circulars, loai'lets and o1:;hen· publications 
a.re e~tcluded f'l"O!ll. consideration. 
LET AGElifT POSSES QlJESTION ONE WHILE ANSWERJJ\JG QUESTIONS 2 AJ:ifD S 
2. In~~ uses mentioned here are experiment station bulletins 
most helpful to you in your work? (~ .!!::. ~ 2E: 9,uestion one:) 
s. 
in stock. Thai:; is., you•re completely out of the sta:bion bulletius. 
Mow, for what t"uffo uses of station bullet:i.11s meni;ioned here (poin:l; to 
usos) eould youE-..~ find good subs·t;i·tute publiM.tions. 
OBTAI!'<f Q.UE8TI01<f OlJE FROlW .AGE£fi' .fJ:JD CHEOK 'TO SEE '£HAT IT IS 
COMPLE'I'ED PROPERLY. 
4. Whed; group of people receive i.fr11c, m.ajor:U:;y oi' the ~l?eri:mo:nt 
:! ·b'!.'Gion hulle·i:;ins 1.rvhioh you distribute? 
rural non-farmers; 
Comi:110rcial dealers in 
agricul ·cural equipment and products: 
5. 11\ihat other groups receive the bulle·tins from. you? 
· 6. Rm'lr do you distribute the exporimcnt sta:tion bulletins 
to the people :mentioned above? 
Ch~~~~o?riate sp~ees: 
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Place bulletins in displa.y rack where they are available 
for p'eopieto take at their conveuie:aoe. 
Hand the bulletins out to persons who ask for in:t'onn,i.tio:n. -,,_..,...._ 
on subjects covered in the experiment station bhlletins. 
~-fJivo the bullotins to peraons ,,rho ask for a specific one. 
By what other means do you distribute the experiment stri.tion 
'l:rulle ·tins ? 
7. By 'Whi.ch of the :methods just mentioned do you distribute 
most of the experiment station bulletins? 
8. Do you have difficulty obt;ai:n.ing experimen.t sta.tion bulletins 
'.,hat you :n00d. the most? 
If so, why have they been difficult to obtain? 
·~~~~~---~~~--
9. 1!v11at particular bulletins' that you •ve needed have been 
diffioult to obtain? 
10. YYhat publications did you U..'30 to subatiti1e fe-r the 
experiment station bulletins tha:li ware not aV".J.ilable? 
11. Do you believe that color or illustrations on the covers 
of the experiment station bulletins have much influence as to whether 
a person will take a bulletin from your bulletin rack home with him? 
12. Do you believe that color or an illustration on a bulletin 
cover will ~ometimes be more important in determining the overall 
demand for a bulletin than the subject content? 
READ TO AGENT1 
I •m interested in finding out what parts or characteristics of 
experiment station bulletins you find helpful 1n making use of the 
information in the bulletins? 
13. Do you find a table of contents helpful in making use of' 
the information in station bulletins? 
occasionally frequently very frequently ---- ~--- - ---
14. Where do you prefer that a table of contents be located 
in a bulletin? (Show locations) 
At the back of the cover on the second page . ----
On about the third or fourth page just after the --- - preface . 
On the outsid page at the vary back of the bulletin. ----
15 . Do you find graphs helpful in making use of the 
information in the experiment station bulletins? (Explain definition 
of gre.ph) 
occasionally frequently very frequently ---- ~--- ------
16. Do you have any suggestions tor improving graphs in 
experiment station bulletins? 
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17 ~ Do you find ·t.tibles helpf'ul in. :making; use of the information 
in experiment ata:bion l,ulletins? 




19. Would you prefer that inf'orL1ation presented in ·bables 
be present-,1.,1 in a difforen:',:; -,m:,.;~r? (i.0. 11 graphs., pictures,, oxplanation) 
for tablas 
20. Do you find subheads helpful in making use .. of :l:o.f'ormation 
in experi'IT1ent s 1;ation bnllet:Lnn '? 
21. On a:11 average, how many subheads <lo you believe shoultl 
e.pp,:::a:r per of vrrit,.:;en. copy :tn Ben f,xper:tmar:i.t station bul10·bin? 
22. Do you f'ind the lan[;'tm.ge used in the 0xperi.1ne:nt station 
bulletins suf':f'ioiantly easy to understand? 
_____ occasion.ally _____ frequently ----~, very i'requ.ently 
23... Do you, have any particular cri·t::ie:i.sm ;'ll,bou.t 't.he wri ti".J{s 
in the experiment station bulletins? 
24. Do you have any particular comments or criticisms about s 
summaries in bulletins : 
back or front) 
~~~~~~~--~----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
intro duo ti on: ~~~~~~~~----~----~~----~~~~~------~ 
tablas s 
(location of' tables) ----~----------- ---~--~----------------~-
graphs : 
pictures : 





Appendix B contains the e.gents comm.ants to quas tion 2 and 2a, 
3 and 3a, an.d 8 .. The portions of the agents' comments given a 
par'l:;icular classification by t;he author are underlined. To the right 
of 0aeh underlined portion is a number to identii'y how it was 
elassified. Pages 106, 113, 0.ll.d 121 list the classifice:!;io:ns and 
corresponding numbers for identifying ·bhe olass ification of e.n 
agents' comment to a particular question. 
Contents 
County agents' replies to question 2 and 2a-... , • e • e- •- •· • ·• e·9 'Iii' ·b .fl. G 6 e-107 
County agents 1 replies to question 3 and. 3a •••••••••••••••••• ll4 













CLASSIFICATIONS FOR AGENTS I REPLI:~S 




Effective use of pictures and illustrsd,ions 
Effective use of graphs 
Effective use of tables 
Effective summaries and conclusions 
Effective introduction 
Effective table of contents 
Cone is e and to the point 
Language easy ·!;o understand 
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County Agents ' Replies to Question 2 and 2a 
Replies when Bulletin B-489 was rated in first place , 
2. 
2a . 
1 The closeup photographs~ diagrams . 
Because they show quiokly how the machine operates and 
is of' utility. 
l 
2. Step by step desoriptions , diagrams J2!: photographs. 





Tabulations3and pictures . 1 
Easy to see information in less time . 
5 
Introduction ·-description of harvester . 7 
1i 1§. short., !2_ !h.! point, lP_ outline form. 
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2. Pictures1 made this bulletin more easily understandable for me. 
2a. Pictures and diagrams actually show the information the 
bulletin if trying to convey. 
2. The pictures. 
1 
2a . Beoause a reader ean see what is being explained. 
Replies when Bulletin B-453 was rated first place: 
2 . The parts of tbe bulletin listed on pages three to ten. 
2a . They were listed and discussed in the order of importfloe to 
the farmer, and 2:: language~~!.!:!.~ understand. 
2. Has table of' contents6 and tables to show how3this variety 
compared wTt:ti other varieties . - - -
2a. When a farmer wants in:t'ormation he doesn't want to read the 
entire publication to find the answer . 
2. A brief description; then; a discussion of comparisons with 
other varieties . 
2a. Everyone is always concerned about what it does or looks like--
then how it compares. 
2. The table of contents6 and subject headings--very readable and 
easy to locate. Short pal"agraphs . 9 The opening statement . 5 
2a. The important points were emphasized more, and specific 
2. 
2a . 
inf'orne. tion was easier to locate . The opening statement is 
vary thorough and invites further interest in the publication. 
Tabla of contents . 6 Didn ' t have to read the entire bulletin it 
I didn~ want to find out "Origin" and "History" and etc . 
Opening paragraph. 5 
Direct and to the point7 and written in a manner~~ could 
be understood. 8 -
2. Specific subject matter heading in simple narrative form. 
Simple tables easy to understand. 3 
2a. Don ' t have to interpret tables to understand narrative. 
Contents6easy to find and understand any phase without 
reading entire bulletin. 
2 . 1'.!:!! very first statemant5--highly productive; high in test 
weight, widely adapted, good quality--thus more total 
income; what all f rmers are interested in. 
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2a. The fal"mers will continue to read through the ntire bulletin 
for double assurance t hat maybe he can nake more mones· 
The bulletin is .n-itten in. pl in language throughout. 
2. Definite heading • Simple terms8 7 
2a. La.r'ge pl"int and ~ ~ point -2!!: ~ paragraphs• 
Replies when Bulletin B-467 was rated in first place : 
2. The entire bulletin used r elatively simple forms and its 
tablesSwere well m de . 
2a. Relatively simple language ~ good sentenc structure. 8 
2. Page 2. Findings of Study Page a. Conolusion. 4 
2a. It gives a good out!ine of what the study is and a summary 
of the whole bulletin. I f none of the other topics of the 
bulletin ere read, one would have a good knowledge of the 
subject by reading the parts mentioned. 
2. Lass tables3--deals only with one subject--lists facts 
Without going into so much detail. 
2a. Same as reply given to question 2. 
2. The first paragraph; and Table r.3 
2a. . Easy to read and see at a glance. 
2. Charts3 easy to read and understand. Summary4 easy to eompare . 






The simple wording§-oharts3are interspersed at proper spaces . 
The wording makes for easy reading, and the charts re 
located ~ ~ they ~ ~ with the line ~ thought to make 
~ continuous reading. 9 
The fact that the findings ~ ~ study ~ presented ~ ~ 5 
beginning an a definite conclusion given at ~~. 4 
You could h ve an idea of what you were reading by reading 
the results at the beginning, and the entire bulletin had 
fairly simple sentence construction and was written for the 
most part in laymen ' s language . a 
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2. ~ ~ ~ ~ point ~ ~ ~ ramble around. 7 It sets 
up each item. 
2a . It has a definite point and the story is told. 
2 . The charts are .easy ~ simple ~ understand3 and placed in 
~ ma.nner9 that they~~ checked along with reading 
reference . 
2a. They have only information needed to complete information 
in bulletin. Any phase of information can be checked at 
at glance . 
Replies when Bulletin B-470 was rated in first place : 
2. Procedures and results 2!_~ bulletin briefly~ concisely7 
stated. Simple, yet adequate summary4 to the question. 
2a . Reasons listed under question 2 . 
2 . .!.!:2_ contents arrangement 2£ ~bulletin~~ beginning. 6 
Introductions and the good explanation of the experiment and 
results . 
2a. Subject in the experiment was brief. 7 The brief contents 
page made this bulletin mo~understandable. 
2. 
2a. 
The short summary statement. 4 The var ious tables . 3 
The results are set out in clear cut and concise manner of7 
presentation, the experiment is easily understood; this in 
turn, saves considerable time to the reader which is very 
important . 
2. The surmnary4 is shorter but plainly understandable . 




The charts were short~~~ point . 3 There wasn ' t too 
maiiy or the~rts as was the case with the second and third 
bulletins. 
As I stated above, the charts were short, and not too many of 
them. In my opinion statistics can be pretty dry ; persons 
lose interest. 
2. Results . 
2a . Complete--~~ point. 7 
2. The summary was brief and to the point . The three tests 
gave r esults and the three tests were considered separately. 
2a. My time is my most valuable asset. The bulle tin was shorter7 
with the objactive of the t ests clearly stated. The summary and 
results were equally clear and easy to find . 
Replies when Bulletin B-465 was rated in first place z 
2. The general comments were written in understandable form. 
2a . Written ~ laymen ' s language8--easy to understand. 
2. Grain forage yields of t he crops grown. 8 
2a. Not only explained ~ !!!!1 simple terms but shown in tables 
~ ~ easy~. understand~ 
2. First~ gave .!: brief5 and interesting caption 0£ the 
bulletin. 1¥:formation _!!. brief, 7 easy to understand. ~ 
2!_ pictures, g ·aphsZ etc. in place of many words to read. 
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2a . Most people will not take the time for long periods of reading, 
and information in a bulletin must sell the idea, or at 
least stimulate further reading. 
2. The Procedure and Rotation Plan, General Comments, 4 Charts, 2 
Terminology. 
2a . The procedure of the experiment written under the rotat ion plan 
is written in terms tba t ~ experienced person would very 
readily recognize~ understand.a The rotation plan is written 
in such terms that the experiment could very easi1y 'be trrois-
l ated into every day practice . The procedure does not go 
into detailed scientific explanation but enough information 
is presented so that the reador may quickly have a comprehen-
sive picture of the over-all procedure . The procedure of the 
various segments of planting, fertilization and yields are 
easily understood. The general comments give a clear picture 
of what might be expected from utilizing the results of' this 
experiment . The charts in this bulletin can be readily 
analyzed and understood. The terms used in explaining this 
experiment are concise yet completely explanatory. 
i . Introduction to the material9 included in the bulletin. Has 
a good content. Organization is good and set up in good 
readable form . Very outstanding, easily~ because not ~ 
crowded. 
2a. Because they do stand out--not crowded--each heading easily 
identified. 
2. Large lettering and9 special emphasis on key points J however, 
I like the content table on B-470 especially for quick 
reference. 
2a. ~ first ~ · 5 Here the rotation and what it will do. This 
makes you want to read it, and the divided page. Makes it 
easy to read . Short ~ simple statements ~ ~ point . 7 
However, this bulletin is still too long. 
Replies when Bulletin B-468 was r ated first place: 
2. '1t is less teohnical--gets ~ ~ point quicker . 7 Language 
~ ,!! nearer ~ ~ ~ plane 
2a . They are nearer on my level and I don ' t use lots of time to 
study--unles s it (subject) becomes a project. 
2. Easy reading with little reference to tables on (A&B) 
2a. Did not lose trend of thought in reading to examine a table 
to complete information. 
2. Clearly stated information in general discussion type 
bulletin--~ !. minimum ~ tables3 ~ long lists ..2£ 
figures. 
2a. The information was clearly stated in a vary readable form. 
2. Explanation and summary. 4 
2a. More readable and of local interest. 
2. No particular part . 
2a. No comment. 
2. It is concise, ~~ point7 and easy to read. 
2a. There is a lot of bulletin to read--we need more that will 
tell the story in fewer words . 
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2. Topical approach, brief , concise, 7 clear in both body and summaryi 
2a. Because it was clear to me . 
2. General information of the area. Farm characteristics and 
related information. Concise summary4 and conclusions . 
2a . Concise and exacting summary and conclusions. Wide margins 
and paragraph breaks makes easy reading. 
Replies when Bulletin B-422 was rated first places 
2. Pictures ..2£ ~ cotton- stripper . l Simplicity of organization 
and easiness ~ understanding terms ~· Grapb.83 ~ simpler 
~~ ~~ poind. (Bulletin had no graphs , but tables 
were much simpler an contained less data than in most other 
bulletins . ) _ 
2a. It paints a muoh better picture . You can see workings of 
stripper better than plots used in other bulletins . 
2. Tests comparison in 1949, pafe 7. Also best during 1950, 
pp. 8-9 . Summary 2!! li• ~ · 
2a. Points up the things I wanted to know about the stripper . 
I am not concerned with how it mechanically operated but 
I wanted the results . 
2. Information~ specific without~ many details . 1 A conoise4 
summary without detailed data . 
2a . First it gave quick practical answers . It furnished information 
easily explained to farmers . 
2. The introductory~, 5 figures 1 and 2 and the test 
comparisons . 
2a. You get a picture in your mind from the introduction and 
figures ~ ~ twol whereby you better understand the results 
on the tests . 
Replies whan Bulletin B-·492 v.nas rated :l.n first place: 
2. Sti:,.tements of procedure., coudi tions af.rec-bing experiments 
aud oonclusions4 regarding results.. (Hot; de.ta in t;ables) 
2t,. Research results for public consumption should be oonf'ined 
to cor1cise., uu1.derstaudable id;ate:ments, 7setting out ·the 
proven f'aets and observations of' the soie:n:ti:d:;s. Notes and 
voluminous ·ti:tbles of' data should be eliminated from the 
publication or published sepa.r@.tely for use of' other 
scientists. 
2. Subject me:bter more oloarly stated., explained and to the ~-~-goin__!. 7 Outline of subject matter seems more orderly. 
Explanation of technical or more mmsual words or phrs,ses 
used-.. are explai11ed in parerrl;;hes is. Has clear su1rimar11: of 
resul ts4 of expori:men'i:;s discus/Jed. Explanation of tables 
gooC!_.9 - r 
2a. Subjec'G matter wordin1~ generally .R.!::.!:!:8 and to the poinJG• 
lVi th exp le.nations on special points. Conte:rrl:;s of' tables 
explained.9 Number of different phasis of experiment 
lis·ted in any one table hald to t:i :minim.um'; makin~ them 
easier to lu:ldersta.nd.3 - - -
Replies when Bulle'l:;in B-472 was rated in. i~irst place: 
2. ~harts ~ ~ 2!. ~ 1.:';.a~ ~2,ra5.,e,.3 This ~ length .2£. 
bulletin and made it easier to find £'acts. 7 This bulletin 
alsoliis cfa0:rst'a'teine11ts makingtt easy to re:!li~d. 
2a .. Reply saJne as question 2. 
9 I 
Separate oxperimezrts. Fewer 'i:;ables. 0 Results~ S1J1TIIU8.I':[;a 
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2. 
2a. Les8 co11fusior1--too :many tables in :many bullet:ins--disoussion; 
St1Jim1ary am;l f'e.cd:;s 1110:ra interestLug. 
2. 
2a. 
The ~'1'.:m.ary~ 4 It gets ~ ~ .E_oint clear an~~. 7 
The vror§ng and also :it had v.rhat I mis interacted il1 finding 
out. llvben I fir1:1t read the title of' "the ex-periman'G., I was 
interested. 
Replies ·when Bulletin B-419 vms rated in :f'irst pl@.ee: 
2. Introduction,. ti s iraple explt3!1~tion"' exa.mJ~!.~~3 and ~aphs, 2 
/Examples were in table f'ori/ 
"rhe in·t;rodue·cion sold me 011 reading the bulletin. 
Expls.na.tion ~ !;i.mple ~ ~ ~ J2.0'.!:.l;!,•8 Examples pointed 














OLASSIFICA'I'IOllfS FOR AGEJ:JTS' REPLIES 




Ineftective pictures and illustrations 
Ineffective use of' graphs 
Ineffective use of te.bles 
Ineftectb.re suramaries and conclusions 
Ineffective introduction 
Lacked tabla of contents 
Not concise and to the point 
Language dirf'icult to u.nde:rstand 
Lu.ck personal knowledge to 1.mdersta:nd material 
Ineffective organization 
Un@.ttrs,cti ve presentation 
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County Agents • Replies to Question 3 and 3a 
Replies when Bulletin B-489 :iras rated in last place: 
3. Difficult subject to understand from print. Description 
of the harvester. 
3a. I would not state the parts were ineffective but in my 
estimation, I believe more study was required to visualize 
the mechanical function of the machine. 
3. The main features, page 4 and 5. Practices recommended for 
Mechanical Harvester, page 11. 
3a. The manner in which it was presented. 
3. The overall purpose is vague . Introduction. Title . 
3a. Introduction l:! ~ adequate . 5 Generally speakine;, the 
publication does not seem to be as well written. However, 
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I would~~.!&. knowledge (or lack of it) would definitely 
~.!:.factor~~ decision. 9 
Replies when bulletin B- 453 was rated in last place: 
3. Pictures do~ aid subject matter. l Pedigree nice to have 
but establishes nothing. Written as a news article with 
summary first . 
3a.. Because you forget~ summary~ the~ you~~ the4 
details of the bulletin. Results is what is needed not why 
conclusions drawn. 
3. Too many statistics and reference to tables.3 The tables were 
in the back of the billetin. -
3a. The tables were not adjacent to the discussion of the various 
points. 
3. Too~ yield~~ other figures for farmers~ remember;3 
also some genetics study that most farmers could not understand. 
3a. The organization~~ good.lo Researoh people tend to go 
over ~ farmers• heads .!!:, presenting their findings . 8 The 
charts alone2 would scare most farmers as they hopelessly turn 
through the bulletin. 
3. Descriptions !:!.!. written too much.!!:, detail, 7 charts and gr aphs 
were good but not eye catching enough as to detail. (Even 
makes the agent study. ) . 
3a. !2! .!!t plain enough words ~ ~ farmers ., 8 too muoh attention 
to detail in graphs and charts . More simplicity would help . 
Replies when Bulletin B-467 was r ated in last place : 
3 . 
3a. 
Too many figures;~ enough simple charts~ graphs.3 
ZThis bulletin did not contain graphs.:/ 
Too much reading to get such a small amount of information 
I t _!!. ~ inviting ~ !!!i• 11 
Replies when Bulletin B-470 was rated in last places 
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3. Detailed pr oce dures using tables3 and different lot s make the 
bulletin difficult to follow and understand. However, I 
was more interested in this bulletin, although. it required 
much more study to understand. I do recommend the summary 
such as this bulletin has . 
3a. Confusing~ diff'icult to ~ . 8 Difficult to keep the 
material str aight in your mind as you read it . 
3. Results . 
3a. Did not give a definite answer. 
3. Too many words and figures with very little emphasis to 
encourage the average reader to read the bulletin. Bulletin 
B- 470 needs a more attractive cover . 11 
3a. Bulletin B-470 is a report of the experiment and lacks the 
ability to interest the average farmers in following through 
with the reading of the information enclosed. 
Replies when Bulletin B- 465 was rated in last place: 
3 . The explanation of how to plant the crop. This would vary 
from farm to fa.rm and year to year--at least in our area. 
3a. Each year would present a dif'f'erent problem. 
3. ~~keeps r eferring~ different charts--plot s --and2 
related activities . The first page or fly leaf catches your 
attention but after ~ you beoome ~ E! !. bunch 2£. ~ . 7 
3a. I possibly answered this question in the above answer--The 
situation is set up too long- -~ objective~ clearlo __ 
the results hard to find. 
Replies when Bulletin B-468 was rated in last place: 
3 . Fa.rm Characteristics not needed. Figure .!• l 
3a. Farm Characteristics could be omitted--Figure 1, it would be 
hard for the average farmer to understand. 
3. Actually! saw little difference between the three bulletins . 
I did feel that it was not as ccncise . 7 Lacks a content table, 6 
and could perhaps be presented clearer, especially in regard to 
headings . 
3a. Primarily it~~ attract~ reader ' s attention~~ isll 
more difficult to realize major points being empha~ize. 
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Replies when Bulletin B-422 was r ated in last place : 
3. Tables II and I II. 
3a. Heading of Table III abbreviated--requiring eonstant referenee 
to footnotes . More information included in both tables than 
J:! readily ass1iilated.3 -- -
3 . ~ many minor details7 ~~technical language ~ .s 
3a. They are relatively unimportant to me in my general 
agricultural educational work. · 
3. All the tables lack reader interest. 3 
3a. Too many figuresand decimal points . 






The technical chemical~ presented. 3 ~his data is in 
table form.:.f 
They are of little value except to the research specialist 
involve d in the study. 
Figure 1 /_This agent misunderstood the .9.uestion and made 
comments on the bulletin he rated firs_:!1 
Listed Stigler, Tahlequah, Broken Arrow, Sallisaw as first 
choice markets yet showed no number as preferring them. 
Too much in~ many tables3--chemioal symbols . 
Espeoially- -ohemical symbols~ understood EZ average 
individual . a Bulletins should~ shorter~ .:!:2_ ~ point7--
put in terms understandable to laymen. 
3. The wordings and discussion and tables . 3 
3a. The bulletin could be boiled down some what ., 7 particularly 
the nResul ts of Each Experiment . " The tables could be 
changed to be more easily and quickly analyzed. 
3. Too many tables , 3 charts2 and figures . 
3a. Too many figures in chart form. People don ' t study them and 
don ' t understand them as they would in other forms. 
3 . Several tables3 and statistical information make for difficulty 
in understanding. Very time consuming to dig information out. 
3a. Most people would like the information presented as it is in 
the sUilln'.ary. Without previous training ~ analyzing 
experimental results., the statistics and tables as presented 
would give little help7 -
3. Results, tablas, 3 torminolov,y.8 
oe .• The results of this e:xperiment are broken dovm in"l::o various 
segments which were hard for one to i'ollm'i and correlate. 
The resttl ta as :recorded in this bulletin o.re of a scientific 
n~tura which requires :more ·hi:m.e ·bo obtain the inf'onnation in 
auch a way ·t.aa t oould b!l! presented in avery day le.nguage. 
This bulla-tiu contains -a gr:;ie. t many more htbles than. tha 
other turo and in man.y cases cc:utai113 uo information that 
I could uae in presenting th-e result$ of this experirn.ent. 
Most eharts2 and tables3 in ohemioal formulas. 
In some cases reference _pooks would ~ needed ~ get ~ 
~ meaninr~ .• 9 
3. Entire bulletin is too technical4 and detailed7 for average 
farmers use. 
3a. Mo OQll\Jllent. 
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3. ~ maI;Z tablas:; tha·!; requir~d considero.ble time in determining 
its content. Chemical symbols wm.~o used. 
3a. Not all could read chemical abbreviations a..~d information t~at8 
requires e.f.for"'t"'t'o iet message nil! not likely be read. -
Replies when BulleMn B-491 was rated in last place: 
3. ~ m_anY: figure.!. ~.3 .!£2. tach:nical~ wou.ld confuse the a.vere.ga 
£arm.er until ho would not read fo:t'l~ard. 
3s. :Be,eause it covered too wide a scopa.7 Not definite enough~ 
farmers 'lu.ugu;;.;.ges - - -
P• ii'fo oollsid,:ir the entire bulletin ineffective. lt proves 
nothing ·t;hat is not already generally known. 
3a. This bulletin is iuefteotive b0011usa the observ-ations of' 
experiments were made during an abnorrftal rain.fall pariod1 were 
inclusive ~d stated in a very poor mannar. Pi:~rts are eopied 
from other research data. 
3. Charts2 and te.bles, 3--also too many treatn~nts. 
Sa. Biel not explam enough; also it was confusing 1:lith darso v.rhan 
the oxperim.ont viw wi t,h, oats. 
s. I:n winter fertilization oato; th.is bulletin~~ mueh7 
:material on previous cropping syatems and darso. 
3a. Was hard to separate virintcr oat 5.nformtion from darso 
1ii'torm.itio'ii. . -
s. Too manl tablesS--the bulleti:n covers tviro different subject~ 7_ 
N2 fertilizer en yield of winter oats and effect of previous 
cropping system. 
Sa. Sams as above. 
3. In a once over reading, I was unable to draw the information 
from the tables . 3 
3a. Answered above. 
3 . That part from page three to upper part of page five . (Old 
cropping syst em. ) 
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3a. The reader must picture the old cropping and there are several . 
Could it have been drawn giving the treatment and cropping 
system? 
3. I see nothing diffioult in either (A or B) . 
3a. No comment. 
3. The procedure of conducting the experiment was too complex to 
be thoroughly understood without considerable study. 
3a. 'foo much material was discussed in ·boo much detail . 7 The 
terminology~ too technioa.18 aswere eori'olusions . 
Replies when Bulletin B-472 was r ated in last place s 
3. Excess use of long and detailed tables3 of information. 
3a. Possibly because an attempt was made to include too many 
different treatments and phases of treatments in one table 
form . 
3 . Charts3_,Ll'he bulletin contained tables not chartiJ have too 
much information in them. Goes too much into details about 
plots7 and other information on them:-- -
3a. People can just follow one train of thought at a time. The 
simpler each bulletin is the better people can understand 
and follow. 
3. Tables3and contents take too much time to read. 1 (The graph 
type tables in B-466'""are easy to read and 'iiiiderstand. ) 
3a. I found myself stopping and going back to lines I had already 
read in order to try to get the meaning. 
3. Description of experiments are confusing and not concise 
enough.7 
3a., You have to read experiment description and variations , then 
refer to charts--oould be more concise and to the point--
better organized.lo 
3. Procedure paragraph, table 2 and 4.3 
3a. Too many figures with headings hard to read. Must be studied 
to get the results . 
3 . 
3a . 
Some words~ a "li~tle large"~ quiokly comprehend.a 
(For example•- on page 9 "the information about incorporation 
into soil . " Is there enough explanation of some technical 
ter111S, abbreviations, words , etc . into "every-day language" 
such as "calcium carbonate concretions." uferruginous." 
etot Too many different phases of experiment in~ table .3 
Outline, words and explanation of experiments not clear . 
Replies when Bulletin B-419 was r ated in last place s 
3. Tables I , II, III, VI, VIII . 3 
3a. Too hard for meto grasp the meaning by reading the figures 
once . 
3. The section on tables . 3 
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3a. It takes too-Y-ong to study these tables to secure the 
information and most tables are too complicated tc understand 
easily. 
3. Reference to tables . 3 Could not read narrative or make 
conclusion'""without complete study. (A good bulletin that I 
have used and wouldn ' t know how information could be presented 
any bet.tar te·chnioally. ) 
3a . Takes concentration and study to interpret information. This 
is a broad subject and can be broken down to specific oases 
af'ter study of entire bulletin. 
3. The bulletin contains a number of tables3 which to me are not 
described enough in the narrative part of the bulletin. I t 
is difficult to draw di.finite conclusions when making 
comparisons . 
3a. It is difficult to interpret the tables in terms of information 
which should be applied to a particular situation. It takes 
too long to get the facts together for comparison. 
3 . Too ma.ny ntwo-bit" words8--The charts ~ loca.ted3 lfhe charts 
are table.!!/ in the back while they are referred to in every 
paragraph. 
3a. Some of the words cause a hesitation to grasp the meaning--
while trying .to understand the charts , ti is necessary to 
turn back to the front of the book to follow im tructions. 
3. Though some of the tables are ef'fecti ve, that is the area. 
least effective3 in my opinion. 
3a.. Long, detailed and massive . 7 
3. Too many research figures . tables . 3 and terms~ applicable8 
to farmers interest . 
3a. It takes too much time to explain details that farmers may not 
think important . 
3 . Tables ~ separated3 on different pages from explanations . 
I still don ' t understand the bulletin. 
3a. I think the subject was more difficult to explain than it was 
for the other two bulletins . There should be a better way 
to present this information. 
3 . It is just the reverse on the cotton bulletin. Too many charts 
/_tableiJ especially charts -2!!:. pages _g, 13, 14. 3 
3a. A good many of the farmers would be lost trying to digest the 
charts and would give up. 
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3. Charts . 3 [f.ables;J 
3a. Makes it too long to study. 
3. Too ~ reading. ~ ~ stop . 7 
3a . I have to read more than once to understand or get the point . 
3 . The oharts are in the bulletin other than as reading 
referenoe . 3 Iti's necessary to turn pages to ht.mt graphs 
information. Page 7 paragraph 1. under "Solution" refers 
to table 3 whioh is wheat instead of cotton. 
3a. Too muoh time is necessary to thoroughly digest bulletin. 
Twice as much time was taken reading this bulletin in 
comparison with Okla. Farm Children Bulletin. 
Introduction to Replies of Question Eight 
Tl1e agents comments to question eight whioh follow on. page 122. 
were diverse. Little effort was made to classify agents• replies to 
question eight. However, three classifications were used for the 
agents t oarmnents to this question. The n:umber n1n identifies the 
ten oormnents made by a.gents indicating that they thought bulletins 
should be more ''concise and to the point.'' 'fhe number n2u is used 
to identify the four agents' com.manta i..'1.dicating that the bulletins 
that were wanted v,ere al'Wlil.ys out of print. The two agents' comments 
indicating a desire to have the latest research information sooner 
are identified by the number "3tt • 
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County Agents• Replies to Question E1ght 
l . ~ .!!!:! developments ~ problems3 under test, it would help 
to have reports as in letter or leaflet form to help answer questions 
that some people ask due to premature reports on the press or radio 
or promotion by certain individuals . 
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2. Only that we feel that the best use of the experiment station 
bulletins are for the extension specialist to read and then write 
leaflets . 
3. No comment . 
4. All of the bulletins have soma desirable points. My suggestions, 
for what they are worth, are as follows: 
Each bulletin should have a table of contents in the front . 
Material should be broken down into subjects and set apart so 
that the material can be easily found. 
More pictures that will detail the story or show how to do a job. 
A sunnnary of the contents of the bulletin in the back is a must 
when possible to use one. 
Individuals will not use the entire contents of a bulletin but 
will have specific questions that can be answered somewhere in the 
bulletin in a paragraph. 
Detailed charts are difficult for me to digest and they must be 
studied intensely to get the story. 
Summary should be given after each chart to point out the 
principles . 
5 . Publications £'or farmer and extension workers should be 
reviewed by someone who has or is working in the field before they are 
printed. 
6. Of the three bulletins I read, I understood the one on 
feeding trace minerals very thoroughly but it was primarily because 
of previous research work I have done. As far as presentation of the 
experiments and the making of recommendations , I believe the one on 
orop rotation is easily the most understandable . I believe there 
is one pr imary consideration that distinguishes the understandability 
of this bulletin and it is simply the terms in which this experiment 
i s presented. As a county agent I am confronted each day with the 
problem of stating scientific procedures and results into everyday 
language. 
7. In my opinion. bulletins should be.!! concise~ possibleJ l 
they should be aimed at progressive farm people. I realize that in 
research work this is difficult; however , people are interested in 
results that may be obtained by using ne practices . 
8. Bulletins. leaflets . and circulars should be presented in 
understandable language to farmers . Most farmers do not want oharts . 
tables. etc . We need some bulletins on beef and sheep production for 
our adult breeders . 
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9. No comment. 
10. In my opinion all these bulletins were well written and easy 
to understand. 
11. No comment. 
12. The bulletins which I have placed in second and third place 
are necessarily more complex and involve more technical terminology 
than the publication rated first . In general, such bulletins are 
useful to me where I am brushing up on background information and 
feel the need of going deeper than £armers' bulletins or extension 
publications go. I refer also to them a.t times when I have time for 
study. 
13. We aro glad to help in this survey. 
14. We need a good bulletin on brush and timer control, and one 
on livestock, poultry, dairy housing and equipment, etc., what I 
mean is plans for pole barns , hog feeders, sheep feeders , poultry 
houses, a variety of plans for each type of livestock. Most of the 
bulletins I get in this county are not used because of no demand • 
.!!:! bulletins ..!_~!!!.!always ~ 2!_ print.2 
15. Our people seam to like the leaflet type, one or two pages 
on one specific subject . 
16. With the eve1' i ncr0osing demands on one's time,, tho clear 
concise, short statement 2£ iu.formation ~ summary~ appreeiatedJ 
17. No comment. 
18. I think ~tis most difficult to oompar~ B-468 (a) and B-4-87 
(b) with B-491 (o) . B- 491 (c) by nature of material presented has to 
be much more complicated than does a orb. It seems to me that all 
these hulletins are well written for subject matter presented. 
19. I feel these bulletins should be as brief~ possible} but 
still tell the story. Pictures and graphs are always good where 
applicable and will cut down on the reading which in many cases is 
confusing. The bulletin "Nitrogen Tests of Winter Oats" was easy 
reading after one understood the previous cropping system and etc . 
Fram the center of page 6 to the end, it is an excellent bulletin. 
The first one can be understood but it talces smne studying. 
20. The title on the :first place bulletin scared me . We had had 
it in our office since 1954 and I had never looked inside it. Colored 
fronts , short concise information helps ~~. l The years work, the 
:failures, and the hours tie researchers spent are secondary to the 
amount to appli~ation, how much it costs per acre and what are the 
expected returns . 
21. We are unable to get the desired number of' experiment station 
bulletinsi Reasons out of print--supply usually exhausted. 
22. We need more bulletins on farm management and marketing . 
Circular 549. Grading Eggs . is an example . Technical subject matter 
is good for off-farm leaders but could be supplied to them other 
than bulletin form. Bulletins need to be written in terminology 
so the average farmer can read and understand. 
23 . Most experiment station bulletins are too technical for 
most farmers to understand. The writing should be simple and to 
~point.~ long . l The average farmer will read about three para-
graphs out of a ten page bulletin. A county agent has so many 
publications to read. that the most simple. shortest. to the point 
material is read first. We are not much different from farmers . 
Our time has to be planned from eight in the morning to ten at nite . 
So the quicker to the point. the better for the county agent. 
24. Too many experiment station bulletins are written in such 
a manner and style that they have no value to farm people . To be of 
value a bulletin should cover the subject f'rom. a practical. economic 
standpoint in a concise,. 1 interesting manner. having a minimum 
ount of tables of data . 
25. The bulletins could be made more briefl in many cases . The 
information kept current as much as possible . 
26 . Definitely more bulletins and circulars on many fields need 
to be ma.de available . Too many of our requests ~ ~ ~ of 
print . 2 
2,1. We find the extension circular more useful to us in our 
work with farmers . 
28 . On a whole our bulletins are being printed in more down-to-
earth language . Bulletins containing several charts could have the 
charts better located to fit in with the reading. 
29 . Bulletins are most useful when written in a si1nple manner 
and~~ point . l Discussions should be as short as possible to 
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get points understood . Pictures . illustrations ,. drawing or sketches 
are very good when they can be used. People who requestion information 
like to have it in leaflet, circular and bulletin form as well as 
from question and oral answer. 
30. Circular 653• Crop Varieties for Oklahoma. 1957, is a great 
improvement and one that farmers will use and is handy reference for 
us . A condensed bulletin on general crops and more. especially 
livestock production information. would be used and might be more 
economical . 
31 . We need bulletins or leaflets on subjects as soon~ possible 
that will3 the oorrect information based on exparimental<iata to 
com.pete"viith farm magazines and papers on the subject. 
32 . Make all the bulletins the same size . 
~3 . Wa need to transpose and reduce the paragr phs of 
information and have more publications like Oklahoma ' s Program or 
Profit Pointer for Laying Hens . Leaflet L-13 . 
34. The answer to question number seven is not that they are 
bulletins I have found most useful . They are examples of the type 
I find useful . I looked around in my offi ce to check which ones I 
find most useful . I found that I actually use circulars in my work 
more than bulletins . 
35. No comment . 
36. Give specific results int ble form, include pictures to 
help show results, make covers attr active, and keep bulletins short l 
to eliminate excessive reading. 
37. Farmers and ranchers in this area prefer circular except 
for a fgw of the better managers . I 'm afrai many bulletins do not 
have much application in this cotmty. 
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38 . The three bulletins are difficult t o compare because of 
their different applications . Two are more technical than the other . 
A-0tually. all three are fairly adequate in what they attempt to do . 
39. In my review of the three bulletins-with the ide variety of 
subject matter--could I detect which was the most effective presenta-
tion of the material . 
40. The majority of experiment station bulle t ins are used only 
as references . Circulars are more used to inform farmers and myself 
of certain problems . 
41 . No comment. 
42 . Think your department has done a good job . Jut keep this 
kind of information coming to us . 
43 . It seems wo have too many publications that are of no value 
to me; however, they might ba to others . 
4t• Lets please keep our bulletins s hort, concise and to the 
point. A good bulletin can be short . We realize it i s~r-;-difficult 
in most cases to condense . 
45. No comment . 
46 . All bulletins discus sed herein are definitely goo d in my 
opinion, but some are a little easier for me to understand. Nothing 
personal . Besides , maybe I am not well enough qualified to be critical. 
1J,7. Mee°l:;:i:ni,;s are calling it to attention. Moves mor1ll 
bu.llet;ins. 0:rdinary calls ar@ not so numerous. 
<-113. V'ie are continually ou"G of' the bast and most popular 
,bulle-t;:g~ .• 2 'Usually there isalong trme'Tag bet~ pr111tings; 
useful bulletins should be kept in stock. 
,Jos. I bel:ieve the att:ractivem.J,rn of the cK;;ver pages is very 
im.portant in stimulating; readers interest. 
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50. I like the organization of the '.l'ro,ce :Mineral Bulla-bin VJhere 
the procedure, :i:•esul t., and suJmne.ry Rre g:tven very ~ ~ def:initel;y.l 
The bulletin on N'i trog;en on O~.ts might 'be a good ·t;ech:.nicitl bulletin, 
but farmers 'ilrould not finish the first page. 
51. This is one way of' gettine; us to read these bulletins. 
5~~. Too 1n.any tables ,and graphs axe ~tmo co.n.Istw1ing to reitd and 
1mdersta,1d.. His'l.';ory and 'backgroun:1 is not needed i:n such detail in 
in m.os~t ins.,Gances •. 1 - _,_ ~ - ~~ 
5S. Tho problem and the conclusion of the tss ts are our 
interests., not the details o:f.' setting up the tearb and the .:mechanics 
of the.m. The only person who would be interes'l:;ed in such detail 
-vrould be anoth£Jr research wo:rker--or if the techniques or det9.ils 
of' -1:;lw test is il'l itself' ·!,he solution t<', the proble:.,n. 
54. All 4-R bulletins would be better to be written in story 
style on the fu:n.:ny book order. 
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! 
B•492 a. ; 105;3 I 63 i 8 19992 ! 1094 none none 54 756 1?809 
' ! r;,one I :none B .. 491 11. I 338 I 25 i 4 11sso ea? 122 608 954.-3 
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I/.AWK DIFFERBWCB CORRELATION 
OF .RATING SCORES WITH TITLE-HEAD AND SUBHEAD SPACE 
-~~-~~- - 4 
S Ul'.\lO O't Scores Rank rt -
'I? I y X? Y? L, 
l) .. 4.;39 15 o/'l 392 t 1.5 
I 
10. l 
B-463 15 3/7 I 2484 1.5 1 .. 
l 
B-467 l±l 'Z/'f 
l 
783 s. 8. ,:t,;,:.,; 
B-470 13 2h lli31 ~.1. 4 .. , 
' 
I B--i-65 12 r;/r I 1283 6. 2. B•468 12 if/7 1256 6. 3., 
l 
I 
B-422 10 540 '1. 9. 
B-492 5 s/1 1053 8. l 6. 
B•491 5 6/7 338 9. 11. 
B-4'72 5 2/'7 945 10. 7 .. I B-419 e 4/1 1080 11. ;-:o. I 
:C,J: 11 1m2 = 112. 50 
5ED2 



























l:li-1..NK DlFFEPJ.i:NCE: CORRELATION 
OF RJ'i:rnm- SCORES WI'l'H SYLLABLE LEI~GTH O.F EJ.EllDS 
8.5 72.25 
1.5 2--~25 
2 •. 4. 
B-4'10 13 2/1 2. 2 •. 4. 
B-465 12 6/'7 1. 4. 16. 
B-4--f38 12 4/7 4. 2 •. 4. 
B-422. 10 8. a. l. 
B-492 5 3/7 1. 1. 
B-491 3 6/'7 2. 4. 
B-4tf2 3 2/1 
1 - 6ED2 :: 1 - 80'7 9 .389 
N(N2 ... 1) 1320 ' 
13'1 
RANK DIFFERENCE CORRELll'.f:IOl(! 




Subject Scores Ranks D 1)2 . --
X y -!2_~ - Y2= - - -
B-489 15 3/7 4 1.5 10.5 9. 81. 
B-453 15 3/7 18 1.5 1.5 o. o. 
B-461 14 3/'7 11 3. 4.5 1.5 2.25 
B-470 15 2/7 11 4. 4.5 .5 .2.5 
B-465 12 6/7 18 5. 1 i:: .o 3.5 12.25 
B-468 12 4/7 13 6. .3. 3. 9. 
B-422 10 6 7. 9. 2. ..i. 
B-492 5 3/7 8 a. s. o. ( o .. 
B-491 3 6/7 4 9. 10.5 1.5 2.25 
B-472 3 2/7 9 10. 7. 3. 9. 
B-419 2 4/7 10 11. 6. 5. 25~ 
N 11:. 11 ED2 :; 145 
p = 1 - snm2 = 1 - s10 
w(1112 - if -1-s2=0-- : .341 
RANK DIFFERENCE CORRELATION 
OF RATING SCORES mn: m SPACE USED FOR TABLES 
Subject· So:oreloi Ranks D I Dz ·:· ··" 
X y x2 Y:2 
13-48·9 15 1>/1 non.a 1.5 11. 9.5 90.25 
B•453 15 3/7 4644 1.5 5. 3.5 12 .. 25 
B-467 14 3/f 1087 3. 9.c 6. 36. 
B-4'70 13 2/1 2657 4. 6. 2 ... 4. 
B-465 12 s/1 5819 5. 3. z. 4. 
13•468 12 4/7 601 6. 10. 4. 16. 
B-422 10 1367 'l. 1. o., o. 
B-492 5 3/7 9992 B. 1. 7. 49. 
B-491 3 6/1 1360 9. a. 1. 1. 
B•472 3 2,/1 4721 10. 4. 6. 36·. 
B-419 2 411· 6556 11 .. 2. 9. 81. 
N • ll ED2 - 329.5 - -
p : l - 6ED2 - l - 1977 : -. 498 
N(N2 • 1) -- 1320 
RAHK DIFFERENCE CORREIATIOlv 
~---~---
I Subject Scorer; Rankf.: -- . . , I I l "" y X2 Y2 .il.. ,_ ... 
f15 B-489 3/l 45 1.5 ,, o. 
B-453 115 3/7 23 1 .•. 5' 11. 
B-467 114 3/7 28 tz 10 .. V• 
B-4'70 hs 2/7 52 4. 2. 
4.5 20 .. 25 
9. 5 9'-0·. 25 
7. 49. 
B-465 12 617 J 50 I 5. <:1. 1. 1. 
B-468 112. 4/7 47 6. 5. 
' 
1. 1. 
B-422 10 37 'l. 8. 1. 1. 
' 
B-492 r;· ,) 3/l 3-3 8. 9. l. l. 
I 
B-491 I z s/1 42 9. '1 .. 
B-472 (;;2/r · 53 10 •. 3. 
B-419 ~ 6"' 11. 1. ,;) 
1.. 49. 
N: 11 ·q,n2 - ,_;:.,o r;; ~-· -- v~ •·t... 
p:: 1 - 6ED2 : 1 - 1923 : -.457 
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'l'l.i\fEL VE RANDOMLY SELECTED STATION BULLETI1JS 
Bulletin 
Title 
WHICH AGENTS DID tmT MlsNTIOlJ 
The Influence of Location on Farmland Prices 
Producer Adjuotmants and Opinions Under Federal Order 
Pricing o.f.' Milk in the Okl&i,ho:ma Cit;y l'Eilkshed 
Milk Test Variations in 'che Tulsa !H.lkshed 
The Effect of' Harvest Pre.et";ices on the J?erf'or-.mm:i.ee of 
.Alf'alta 
Papors and l1"'et1de:rs vs. Feeders Alona for Ste.rt:lng 
Chicks 
Choosing Turkey Ration.s--Some Economic Guides 
Oldahoma Land Market Acti·1ri ty 
Ed.uoa.tion. .of the Oklahoma Farm Populat:lon. 
The Cost of Ree.ring Oklahoma li'e.rm Ch.ildran 
'l'he Ch..~gin.g Distribution of Medical Doc·bors :i.n 
Oklahoma 
Some Prioi.'l'lg and Regulatory Effects of the Federal 
Order on the Tulsa. Milkshed 











TVlEL'VE STATIOM BULLETINS VffiICH AGENTS MOST 
- FREQUENTLY RA.TED ttMOS'f lJSEFUL0 
Bulletin 
TH;le 
Whea·t. Oats and Barley in State ii'.Tide 
'Fests--19 50-54 
Wintering and Fa tteni:ng Steers on 
Native Grass 
The Ef£ects of Levels of Grain Feeding 
Upon the Effioieney of Milk Production 
Concho Winter ?lb.eat 
OUstom Rates .f'or Farm Operations in 
Oklahoma 
Turf' Grasses,. ?heir D-evelopment and 
Maintenanoe iii Oklahoma 
Cotton Variety Tests,. 1950-1954 
Studies on Winter Rations for Commercial 
Beef Cows 
Cimarron Oa. ts 
Research on the Spotted Alfalfa Aphid in 
Oklahoma. Progress Report 
Greenfield Bermuda Grass 
Self-Feeding Salt and Cottonseed Meal to 
Beef' Cattle 
Times Rated 










MF.!ASUREMENTS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF 12 B'ULLETINS NOT MENTIONED 
AS "MOST USEF'UL11 BY AGENTS 
Class if'ication Serial Numbers of' 12 Bulletins lfot Mentioned 11Most Usei'ul11 
of 
Charact~~ics/ p-4,17/ B-479/ B-438/ B-433/ ~ B-476/ B-4~ B-466/ B-467/ "E:;459/ E-.~~-1/ ~ Total 
Conte:rd; TaJ:;les 1 1 none 1 none 1 l l 1 1 1 l 9 
Number of Pages 26 15 10 57 8 15 15 24 8 23 21 7 229 
Nu.~ber of Tables 12 2 3 19 3 9 6 7 2 7 4 none 74 
Number of Figures none 7 2 7 2 none G no:110 none 1 6 none 31 
Flesch Soores 47 41 39 15 65 57 19 18 28 25 38 54 446 
!lumber of Hee.ds 8 15 12 17 11 10 9 38 27 6 15 11 180 
and Subheads 
Average Word 3.205 3.200 3.750 6.058 4.545 4.600 5.220 2.666 5.444 4.833 4.600 5.636 53.757 
Length of Heads 
a.nd Subheads 
per Bulletin 
Pictures, Illust., yes nono yes none yes none none none none none none none 3 
Color on Bulle-
tin Cover Pages 
Word Length of 7 15 7 7 10 6 6 6 7 8 13 8 100 
Bulletin Titles 
Syllable Length 13 31 12 14 14 ,., -"' 21 15 12 18 24 16 202 
of Bulletin Titles .... 
(,j:,. 
N 
14EASUREMENTS OF CHARACTERISTICS OF 12 BUIJ.,ETINS MENTIONED 
BY AGENTS AS "MOST USEFUL" 
Class 1tioation Serial Numbers of 12 Bulletins Mentioned "Most Usefultt 
ot 
Characteristics/ ~-456/ B-474/ B• 483/ B-453/ B•473/ B•425/ B-454/ B•41B/ B-457/ B•46?/ B-456/ B-440/ Tot.al 
Content Tables l l none l l l l l 1 l 1 l 11 
Number of Pagee 35 31 8 18 15 32 15 22 10 12 7 14 219 
Number of Tables a 13 5 10 4 2 10 11 6 2 1 4 7 
Number of Figures 4 none 2 3 l 12 none none 1 3 none none 26 
Flesch Scores 32 46 50 32 43 65 38 19 45 32 58 33 492 
Number of Heads 24 20 5 14 21 25 12 53 6 11 12 14 217 
and Subheads 
Average Word 3. 458 4. 456 3. 600 5.286 2. 190 2.160 1. 760 3.113 l . 666 3. 000 2 . 286 3. 000 35. 974 
1ngth or Heads 
and Subheads 
per Bulletin 
Pictures, Illust. , yes none none yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes none 9 
Color on Bulle--
tin Cover Pages 
Word Length of 8 8 6 8 2 2 5 3 1 a 13 7 11 
Bullet in Titles 
Syllable Length 12 12 22 5 14 17 15 13 4 11 6 13 l 
or Bulletin Titles 
i 
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COMPUTATION OF T TEST FOR AVERAGE WORD LENGTH PER BULLETIN 
OF BULI.ETINS MENTI ONED "lA:OST USEFUL" AND NOT 
MENTIONED ttMOST USEFUL" BY AGENTS 
Bulletins Mentioned "Most Useful" Bulletins Not Mentioned "Most Useful" 
Average Word Average Word 
Length per 
I di I 
Length per 
I 2 Bulletin X.1 / d1 Bulletin X2 / d2 .d2 
3. 458 . 4602 . 2118 3. 205 1. 2748 1 . 6251 
4. 465 1. 4672 2. 1527 3. 200 1. 2798 1 . 6379 
3. 600 . 6022 . 3626 3. 750 . 7298 . 5326 
5. 286 2. 2882 5. 2359 6. 058 1. 5782 2. 4907 
2. 190 . 8078 .6525 4. 545 . 0652 . 0042 
2. 160 . 8378 . 7019 4. 600 . 1202 . 0134 
1. 750 1. 2478 1. 5570 ·5. 220 . 7402 . 5479 
3. 113 . 1152 .0133 2.666 1.8138 3. 2899 
1.666 1. 3318 1. 7737 5. 444 . 9642 . 9297 
s.ooo .0022 . 0000 4. 833 . 3532 .1248 
2. 286 . 7118 . 5067 4. 600 . 1202 .0134 
3. 000 . 0022 . 0000 5. 636 1. 1562 1. 3368 
Ml: 35. 974 : 2. 9978 Edf: 12. 5465 /'ll2: 53 . 757 - 4.4798 Bd~: 13. 168 
12 12 
s.D. : ]Edf I Ed~ 
{N1 - 1) f (N2 • 1) 
: ) 25.7146 
22 
S. E. D: /Nl f N2 
N1N2 
M1 - M2 : 1.4820 
t : .Ml - M2 
s.E.n 
= s.D. I 24 _... 
14~ 
: 1. 482 : 3 . 359 
• 44.ll 
-- 1. 0811 
. 44109 
Value oft required for 
l % level of confidence 
is 2.82 
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COMPUTATION OFT TEST FOR WORD LENGTH OF TITLES OF BULLETINS 
MENTIONED 11MOST USEFULt' AND NOT MENTIONED 
"MOST USEFUL" BY AGENTS 
Bullet:ins Mentioned "· ost Useful" Bullet:ins Not Mentioned "Most Usefulft 
Title Length Title Length 
in Words per 
d2 
in Words per 
d2 J Bulletin x1 / d1 I I Bulletin X2 / d2 I J 2 
8 1. 58 2. 496 7 1 . 33 1. 7689 
8 1. 58 2. 496 15 6. 66 44. 3556 
6 . 42 . 176 7 1 . 33 1. 7689 
8 1 . 58 2 . 496 7 1.33 1 . 7689 
2 4. 42 19 . 536 10 1. 66 2. 7556 
2 4.42 19 .. 536 6 2.33 5. 4289 
5 1.42 2. 016 6 2.33 5. 4289 
3 3 . 42 11. 696 6 2. 33 5 . 4289 
7 . 58 . 336 7 1. 33 1. 7689 
8 1.58 2. 496 8 . 33 . 1089 
13 6.58 43 . 296 13 4. 66 21. 7156 
7 . 58 . 336 8 . 33 . 1089 
Ml: 77 6. 416 
2 I Mz 11: 122 - 8. 33 2 - Edl : 106. 91 Ed2 : 92. 41 
12 - 12 
S.D: I Edf I Ed~ :; 3 . 016 - I 199. 32 -
(N1 - 1) f (N2 - 1) 22 
S.E.D : s.n. /N1 f N2 - S.D. / 24 - : 1.2305 
Mt - M2 • 1. 91 
t • M1 - M2 : 1. 552 
S.E•D 
144 
Value oft required for 5 % level 
of oonfidence is 2. 07 
COJ)i'.(PUTATIOM OP T 'tEGT F'LTI:SC:H SCOR.BS 0}? BULLETINS 
:MENTIONED 11r:IOST USEFULa AWD NOT MENTIONED 
nMOST USEFULu BY AGENTS 
Flesch S0orf2S 2 Flesch Scores ., 
~-=~L d1 I d1 I ~ I --~2 L ~2 
32 9.01 81.18 47 9.84 96.83 
45 3.99 15.92 41 3.84 14,.'l5 
50 8.99 80.82 39 l.84 3.39 
32 9 .. 01 in.rn 15 22.16 491 .. 07 
43 2.91 8.94 t3-5 27.84 775.07 
65 23.99 675.52 57 19.84 !593.63 
38 3 •. ()1 9.06 19 18.16 329.79 
19 22.01 488.44 18 19.16 393.63 
46 3~99 15.92 28 9.16 83.91 
32 ,.99 .. 913 25 12.16 147.87 
58 16.99 288. .. •So 3-8. • 8'1~· • 71 
33 8 .. 01 16.16 54 16.84 283.59 
41.01 Edf - 1662.'78 / Iii? • 4,4:6 ~ 37 .16 
,e.w - $4 -
2 
Ed2: 3014 .. 24 
S.D. = IEdI I Ed~ 
(N1 - l) f (N2 - 1) 






.. I 4s·n .02 : - 16.6 22, 
16.6 X 408 :: 6.7'728 
.5686 
Value of t required for 5 %, 
level of confidence :ts 2.07 
I 
CO:!PUTATION OF T TEST FOR IID:MBER OF' BEADS AND SUBHEADS 
IN BULLETINS MEr!'TIONED n:MOST USEFULtt AND 
NOT MElITIOl\fED u:r..msr USEFULu BY AGEl\!TS 
147 
Bulletins Mentioned "Most Userur• Bulletms Not Mentioned "Most Useful" 
Number of Number of 
Heads and· Ha ads and 
Subheads par ., Subheads par 
Bulletin X1L d1 / d" I Bullerb:in Xg / d2 I 1 
24 5.92 35.046 a 7 
20 1.92 3.686 15 0 
5 13.08 171.086 12 3 
14 4.08 16.646 17 2 
21 2.92 8.·526 11 4 
25 6.92 4'7.878 10 5 
12 7.08 36.966 9 6 
53 34.92 1219.406 39 24 
6 12.08 145.926 27 12 
·:,·'t· 
u 7.08 50.026 6 9 
12 6.08 36.966 15 0 
14 4.08 16.f'H.S 11 4 
2 I 2 M1 • fil : 18.08 Ed1 : 1788.8 :Mz a 180 : 15 E.d2 : 956 
· 12 12 
S.D. = !Edi I Ed~ 
(N1 - 1) t (Hg - 1) 
:/2744.8 = 11.16 
22 















Value of' t raquired for 5 % 
level of eonfidanee is 2.07 
t: M1 - M2 
S.E.J) 
: 3.08 = .6'769 
4.55 
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COf(P'fJTATIO:N OF .T TEST FOR SYLLABLE LENGTH OF TITLES 
MENTIONED uMOST USEFULtt BY AGENTS 
Bulletins I:Jentioned ftMost Usof'ul" - Bulletins Not Jlll:entionad "Most Use:t'ultt 
Syllable Syllable 




d2 Titles X1/ d1 I I Titles. x2/ dz / 2 
12 .oo .oo 13 3.83 14.87 
12 .oo .-00 31 14.17 200.79 
22 10.00 100.00 12 4.83 23.33 
5 1.00 49.00 14 2.83 8.-01 
14 2.00 4..00 14 2.83 s.01 
17 5.00 25.01) 12 4.BS 23.33 
15 s.oo 9.00 21 4.17 17.39 
13 1.00 1.00 15 l.83 3.35 
4 s.oo 64.00 12 4.83 2S.33 
ll. 1.00 1.00 18 1.11 l.31 
a s.oo 36.00 24 7.1'7 51.41 
13 1.00 1.00 16 .83 .69 
M1 • 144 • 12 Ed2 : 290 / M2: 202 : 16.8 Ed2 - 372.30 ""12 - l 12 2 -
S.D. = IEdf I Edi /662.30 - - 5 •. 48 - ·-(N1 ".' 1) f {N2 •l) 22 
S .E.0 : s.D. /i1 f' N2 • 2.238 
11 Bz -
M1 ... Mz: 4.83 
t: Ml• Mz 
S .. E.D 
Value ot t required for 5 % 
level cf confidence is 2.07 






(£0 ... te) 
( fo - f'e )i 
(fo - £e)2 
fe 
CALOULATION OF CHI SQUARE FOR :PIOTT.JRES., COLOR• OR 
ILLUSTRATIONS ON COVERS OF BUW'fINS MENTIONED 
"Most Usa£u11• 













Degrees of freedom : (r-l)(c-l) :: l 
With l degree of' freedom for a. oonfidanoe level of within 10 1' the 
Chi Square mu.st equal 2.'106, :for a. 5 % level,- 3.841. 
149 
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Classifioed:;ions lrrborpre"ba:rs' Av0ra.g;o 
of C ornrru:m:bs CJb rrnr~it1:l, ions of' 
IzrGarpretie:r's f __ __; l.! 2 L_'fL.L£1!J. (Jog e.i:~wtio:11,~. * --~-~~-
Efif~·ect~1.. ve u;::0 '1 8 8 ~ {,,· 7 'l 
of' 
ill us t:re, ... 
tio:n:J 
Ei'f'eoti vs use 3 f:? i) 3 3 ... , ,:i ,~-~ v 
or 
1180 17 1"' ,0 18 lz) 
Ei~fect:-tv.El 8 l-ts:1-- l'f 1() le~-: 16 lZ 1'" -.g; 
l'1H'1,l"5_eg a;n.cl £)0IJ.• 
1 ') _._, 11 10 10 10 11 
:L?1troduct,ioz1 
Ef~ftvJ 1::l.11'(7~ .~ "' 5 e B 12 "I 
·table of 
cmn.te:c.t.a 
C:oncifie imd 22 26 21 16 22: 
to th(, 
c;te'-:> 23 l'l 14: l? 1,;1 d'..6 -.,, 
to u1:1ders tand 
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COTu!PUTATION OF A VE11AGE OBSERVATIONS 
OF INTERPRETERS Oli' cmmNTS 
TO QUESTION 3 AND 3a. 
Class5.i"ioations Interpreters' Average 
of Comments Obserntions Obs erTa t ions of 
Comm.en ts * _/ 1/2/3/4/5 
Inef.f'ecti'Wl 2 2 l 2.: l l 
pictures and 
illustrations 
Inei'i'ect1va use 5 5 3 s 6 
of graphs 
Inetfecti-ve use 21 33 23 23 30 27 
of' tables 
Ineff'ee"b1vs sum .. 1 l l 3 l l 
maries and con• 
clusions 
Ineffective 1 l l 0 1 l 
introduction 
La.eked table 2 l 1 l l l 
of conte:r.rba 
Not concise 11 15 9 8 17 12 
and to the point 
Language 12 11 13 16 19 14 
difficult to 
understand 








Unattractive 3 3 2· 6 4 4i 
presentation 
*l'he fractions on the averages have been rounded off. 
APPENDIX D 
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Appendix D eontains the replies that ·bha agents made to 
ques·bion.s 8, 11, 12, 16, 19, 23, a:nd 25, of' the mterviev'J" g.uestionnaire. 
Subject 
Replies to question 8 • • ~ ,. •--» • ·• • • • c, • • .r •· •- e. • •·· • • • ·• ·• • •· • o • a, ·-. • • •· • s,· • • • -• $ lit •· 154 
Replies to qwestion ll •••••••••..•••••••••••••.• ~ ••••••••.••••••• 155 
Replies to question 12 ••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 157 
Ho plies to c;p.w.1s tion 16••••••••~·••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••159 
Replie,s to ques·tion 19 • i, •· • 11> • • • • • • • • • •· • •· ·• • ,a • • ·• • ·• • e • o- -·• • • ··• • • • -:• • -• • • •· ·e 16-1 
Replies to question 23 ••• •· .... •- ~ • -• .... ·- ••. •· •· •· ... • • ·•· .............. a ...... Ii • • 16.3-
Replies to question 2 5 ~ ................. •· •••. •·- ·• ·• •••• 1' .. ll,}" •· •• * •• •· •· ... ·• .• , 165 
Yes 
Agents• Replies to Quemt:i.on Eight 
No Additional Remarks 







x ••• .., ••• Soma times .nei:vspapar and :radio stations often get 
publication before v.re do. Use Et waiting lis-t:;. when. 






x ................ Don tt knm•, vthy. 
X 
~ 
x .•••••••• Hardly ev$:e. 





x .......... ,.. •••• Yes, have trouble getting Jchelll at time when thoySre 
really needed. 










x .......... °" ..... M.a11.y time{'.; bulletin is ot.!t of priu:ti,, or bull.et in. you have 
is not related to problem with vihioh ymr're dealing. 
x. ·~"',. ..... Sometimes have request bef'ore 1,ve get bulletins. 
x .......... Have had difficulty getting same of' older bulletins •. 
x ......... Generally not. 
Replies of Agents to Question 11 
Co1mty Agents, 
Yes . People reach for something shiny--picture or color . 
Ca.n•t see the bulletin that is best written and which serTes his 
purpose. If it has contrasting color, can see it . 
Makes a lot of difference . 
Yes sir, no question about it. 
Think so, especially 4-H kids , attracts attention to bulleti n . 
I think so, first glance, attractiveness . 
Yes 
Yes sir, something that catches the eye . 
Definitely, will always get them, lot of 4-H bulletins are 
taken by oolor. 
Yes, some influence, but we have lot of people come in, ask for 
new bulletins and they notice the color. 
Yes, he wouldn ' t pick it up if he didn' t see that color unless 
he is particularly looking for the subject . 
Yes, color on cover would help. 






~ · Co1mty Agents , 
Yes, has some bearing, especially in 4-B work. 
Definitely yes . 
I think it does . They notice it quicker . Bulletin will 
probably be picked up more quickly. 
Yes, definitely--besides oolor--pattern or design on cover is 
important too. 
155 
I sure do. 
Yes., I think so. 
Might attract attention. Don't know if it will make them. read. 
but some might not get read if' th-ey have no color or illustrations. 
Yes sir,, a lot to do with it. 
Yes; it does, gets them to look at it. 
Yes, definitely has some. 
Gets their attention •. 
Yes,. on az:ir type of experiment information, colo:.• or pictures 
that oateh the eyes will attraet a person. 
Yes. 
Yes, just to take .from rack.· 
'fhink so. 




Agents' Replies to Question 12 
Yes. 
It 1,'rill s cmatiroos double it. 
Depands on where bulletin used. Usually not. But f·or club 
kids it :might. 
Don I t think so • 
No, content most iinportant .. 
Depends mostly on subjec·r. content. 
Don' thi:nk so 





Not so, content :most :i.m.portant .• 
Yes:,. 
Yes. 
WJ1en all on the sa:m.e subject conte:n.t. 
After content. 
Subject conteirt is more important than tha color. If they 
come in to ask for it, they are :interested in content;. 
No. 
~· County Agents: 
Yes. color catches the eyes 11 creates interest, increases 
motivation to read or think through. 
157 
No.. don't think so. 
No. don' ·1. think so. 
No., content still most important. 
Don't believe so. 'fhey•w got to have same type of desire or 
use for it before they'll piok it up. 
Most important is subject content. 
No. 
No. 
Doubt it~ shouldn't. 
Don't think so. 
No, it wouldn't 
No, don't think so. 
158 
Agents • Replies to Cuest:ton. 16 
No. 
Migh;t maka with cartoons. 
Design so that they will be easy for nmirspaper to duplicat0. 
ll1ore e:r.:pla:nation. sometimes the-.r are a bit sh.y on explana:tion. 
and that which does explain. is on another page. 
No comment. 
159 
Som.etL!l.es outline axple.nation of graph 1io~1. cleax•. Looation of 
graph should be very near tho explan.tation. 
Explain well. so people know wha:1:; they're looking a.t. 
Don't think of any 
No oomment. 
No conwent. 
Graphs are more helpful than tables or figures-unless a me..n 
is g()ing into detail. Reader ga-ts picture from graph while he v1ould 
miss story in a table. Had good graphs in tt'l'rends in Oklahoma 
A@.Tioul ture, ff whioh vra.s very widely used. 
Should be more simple than what they are--don't try to eover 
en.tire subject matter; limit subja<rb covered • 
. Bo partieule.r suggestions for graphs. 
Avoid real technical terms in graphs--maybe color graphs. 
Sometimes go baok too many years to make point••.m.is't;ake to 
try to fit to year. Show yea.r that is .favorable. 
Farmers more interested in .ta.cts--unless interested in why a 
thing is so. Farmer is after procedure to follow. 
No comment .. 
Sometimes I question whether they are clear enough to people 
to grasp. Linas are oonfus:1.ng at tirnes. 
Don't kt1ow hov, they could improve them• .. unless you use figures 
or peop].e. 
No comment. 
No, rather have in some other form. 
Do away With them, takes too :mueh time to ana.lyte. Majority 
of people who receive them don't analyze tJ1e:m. 
Yes, I think they have s cme overall value, looking at 
situation .from point of time. 
Ifo comment. 
For our own use, frequently--for :f'a.:rmers, eocaaionally, and 
maybe not necessary. 
None particularly. 
No. 
A little color, some aran•-c; to simple at first impression. 
No comm.en.t. 
For most people a graph needs to be simple; needs to be ab.out 
one subjeot. 
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Agents• lla"J?l:ies to Q.uos'Gion 19 
Yea, pictures are alwm.ys m.01 .. e attractive; explanation and 
graphs would be nerl-""lllu.l ticolor' or dif':ferent be,ckgrouud to d.ra--w 
attention to i'I",. 
Very good job-•no:ue, sumn1arized explanation might be below· it. 
Yea, trend curves, picture oomparisons, bar graphs., and oolor 
contrasts used in pls.ce of table. 
Does good job aa is. 
All right if it has proper explaz.i.ation. 
Perhaps, a brief sumff,o..ry of inf'orma. tion if possible,. depends 
rauch on type of graph; bar graph no better than lil'.I!-' graph. 
Yes- lots of explanation. 
No. 
!.ave trouble sometime in f'ollm1ing; line across page and in 
getting columns lined wp. 
No, just s.s soon haw it in table as a:ny r;iay. Sometimes I 
need a little :more explanation within the table, or: within the 
eolmints-... probably by uso of footnotes. 
lfot necessarily., may ha.va to be in table form., keep simple. 
As• sometimes copy tables., enlarged for meetings as well as 
graph. 
las, I would say a brief' surn:m.ary in words; explain wb.a:l; it 
moans so that ·we don't have to figure. 
Eit!wr graph or explanation • 
.!!!!• Couutz Agents 1 
Explana/(;ion sometimes. Tables and graphs so:metimos set up 
Without enough explanation. 
Son,.et:imes other readers don't pay much attention to tliese. 
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Prefer table to other forms. 
Yes, explanation helps a lot. 
Take more room, ·w-:rH,e for farmers; it would be looked over more 
·bhoroug;hly if' it had graphs, pietux·es, and e:x:plana:tion. 
Yes, l prefer pictures and explm1e.:tions. 
No. 
nu111bers. 
No suggestions except to not :m.ake them with too many 
Prefer n1ore tables v,i t.h l.e,ss in:f'ormatio:n par table. 
lfo e o.m:m.ent. 
Yes, as :much as possible, figures get boring, illustrations, 
graphs with pictures, eto. 
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No, very u..nderstandable usually., Usually a foot'Uote ·bo explarn it .. 
More illust:catious ·bhe better I Hke a bnlJ.eti:n.. 
Yes, more use of pictm·ss. 
Yes, sometime ho.rd to oome to conclusion from them, results 
should ba aho1rru si1npler. 
No praference--deper.u:ls on material. Like to have table near 
appropriate text ir1 bulletin •. 
l\lio:re tabla inf'orma tion used in g;raphs and expls.11.at:ton. 
Good tabla antl a good summary e.nd you ha'Ve the bulletin 
fixed up. 
lifo, if' picture could be substitutad people 'liiTOuld notice it. 
Agents • Replies to Question 23 
County Agents , 
Some good, but generally speaking should be connected in 
simplified language, so that farmers can use them also . 
In some oases , they are a little too teohnieal for the average 
county agent . 
Read into some, but didn ' t read far anough for bulletin to 
make impression. 
No . 
Like them brief. 
Still repetition, sometimes , too long, shorter if possible . 
Farm.er and even the college gr duate doesn ' t need all the detailed 
infornntion. 
Sometimes too scientific and not enough practical application 
in terms of what the .f'arm.e r ce.n. use . 
Written more for technical worker; lower level of written; 
prefer simple language . 
Fewer gr aphs, charts,, and tables , and more writing. 
fo oonnnent. 
No, I don ' t believe I do. 
Level of unders tanding, more background, a more practical 
understanding . 
No--don ' t know why they publish some of ·1:;hese silly things . 
Some are just too technical . 
Some of the language used Will lose some of the farmers . 
These experiment station bulletins are not written for the 
average person to understand. 
Sometimes a little too lengthy. 
I think they are a little too teohnioal-- the main reason for 
being technical is so fellow research people ean compare notes . 
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Assistant Agents: 
Sometimes for picking a bulletin off rack, it ould be easier 




No comment . 
No, don ' t have any criticism. 
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l'lot particularly- haven ' t read enough since I've been in county. 
I question whether people we ' re trying to reach oan understand 
a lot of it. 
No comment. 
If written for farmers in an understandable way, should not 
be so many technical tars . Probably all right for own use . 
No, usually short enough in summary to tell the story. 
No, we write above farmer; think below him. Someti s wonder 
if it is as clear to farmer as it might be . 
Simpler, written more simpler . 
Associate Agents , 
B- 437. Sometimes is hard to follow--is easy to understand--
a livestock student- -talk about organic chemical composition, and 
prairie hay-- seems to foul me up, hard to concentrate . 
Simplified more, would contribute to effectiveness . 
Could be written a little more in t erms 4-H olub members could 
understand. 
Sometimes they ' re a little too long. Usually pick up £or 
specific purpose . 
No comment . 
No . 
No comment . 
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Agents' Replies to Question 25 
County Agents a 
No oomment. 
e ' re g ing to need to get our extension bulletins published on 
time and use research bulletins for information only or cut out extension 
bulletins and be more general in our research bulletins. For example- -
we needed a lease agreement bulletin in our county since 1954 and its 
not out yet. When the bulletin gets out, the farmers will have no use 
for i ·t . They will be doing leasing as customary. Bulletin comes too 
late. Dairy and livestock _ma.nagement information is needed- - don•t have 
research information to back up extension bulletins . Crops--engineer:ing, 
electricity, gardening, fertilizer are pretty well up to date . To make 
them for younger boys or girls, they should be in funny book style, 






We get so many that are not applicable to our situation. 
Want to get experiment station in.formation before the commercial 
people do. Farm people read commercial advertising before we learn 
about it. Mentioned our bulletin on new sun turt--had only one--two 
or three comm rcial people warning that it was no good. We need a 
closer relationshi p between our extension personnel and exper iment 
station personnel. 
Rate of appli cation was figured wrong in one bulletin--somatimes 
will leave out most important thing. For example--weed killers--
how much should a farmer put on. Some need to be condensed more . 
Cut it dow:Yl sad get to the point. 
We can' t get station or extension information on Stilbestrol, 
but you folks will give a story tc Farmer-S t ockman. It is 
embarrassing ror an agent to have farmer get his experiment station 
information before agent gets it. Leptospirosis. internal par asites 
of cattle, dwarifism, hybrid gr ain, sorghums--we ' ve gotten straight 
on that finally. All are cases where station or extension have 
given information to farm publication and we have to cut article out 
of Farmer Stockman. Bulletin on mineral rights ha.s a slow sale but 
merits specific demand. Trends in Oklahoma Agriculture very useful. 
B- 369 i s a publication which hasn ' t gone anyvhere. Think it 's the 
l imited subject matter in it . 
No comment. 
I would like to have more bulletins on specific subjects, 
especially those currently popular . The kind I like especially on 
specific livestock problems . The Feeder ' s booklet is good--But 
there ' s too much material . I would like to have leaflets in 
particular subjects . A common one used is protein requirements for 
wintering brood cows . It would be helpful to have research on 
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pasture experiments . We don't have anything on pastures hardly, or 
pounds of beef per acre . Recent El Reno field day- -one of best I ' ve 
attended. Would be good to have a leaflet on dwarfism. Four to six 
pages or less would be ideal . Res earch on pink&ye--its an everlasting 
problem w.i. th us . Maybe developments in chemi cals for brush control. 
Farmers ask about them whether they are recommended or not. 
Embarrassing when only place where I can find information is through 
national farm magazine . Grub control--internal treatment--there 
again-- bulletin doesn ' t come out until farmers have tried it out 
and its proven. If we could get statement saying "do not reconnnend"--
if it's just a summary, we want to know. 
~ · CoU1J.ty Agents s 
The bulletins are adequately serving the purpose. 
Simplify for me, should have comparative costs of these practices, 
More suggestions should be included in the bulletins . 
More of them. 
Bulletins usually in pretty good summary form, occasionally a 
little repetition. Feel more use of bulletins at student level in 
college is desirable. 
Sift the information carefully and put in only what is essential 
to the problem. Farmer very happy to get hold of single page leaflet. 
That ' s his theory of a good bulletin. Any kind of information on a 
single page is popular. 
No comment. 
Sometimes--be more specific--need to have pinned down when you 
are talking. Farmer asking question. you can ' t find definite answer 
for him. 
No eomm.ent. 
My gripes are on extension bulletins- -Feeder •s day. horticulture, 
research information on sorghum grains . We ' re having problems on 
hybrid sorghu:m.s--our station doesn ' t recommend them--other stations 
do. One of the mos t controversial questions we ' ve had this last 
spring. No informat ion 1e could grab hold of and hang on to. 
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No comment. 
NQt full of so much detail. 
lfo comment • 
.Ass ooiate A§ents 1 
Like t-o get memeogra.phed information on field trips--get material 
out as early as possible. 
No eomment. 
Baron stat:ton--depend on the superintendent for much ;tntorma:tion. 
No comment •. 
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